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In this thesis, we propose a self-tuning approach for automatically select-
ing and refining the file system’s striping parameters based on application
access patterns. The technique presented here relies on the monitoring of
application I/O requests and the application of an analytic model to deter-
mine file striping parameters that improve overall file system performance.
The application I/O requests are characterized by their size, type, duration
and inter-arrival times, and clustered into representative groups to deter-
mine typical request sizes. Then, an analytical striping model is used to
determine potential performance improvements. Input parameters to this
model include the disk and network system characteristics, and knowledge
of application I/O access pattern behavior. The output of the model is the
estimated response time as a function of the request size, request rate and
stripe depth. An optimum stripe depth that minimizes the average response
time can be calculated from this output.
Two file restriping methods are studied, and a 3-competitive online al-
gorithm for determining when to restripe is presented. Finally, we present
results gathered from executing three high-performance scientific applica-
tions, WaveToy, sPPM and Montage, on three different computer clusters.
Our results show that I/O performance for the WaveToy and sPPM ap-
plications can be improved significantly by striping their output files across
several disks using a stripe depth derived from applying the restriping model
to the application’s I/O access patterns.
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1 Introduction
The world has arrived at an age of cheap complex




The scientific challenges of today and tomorrow call for modern high-
performance computer systems that can achieve multi-petaflops performance
when executing highly complex algorithms on very large datasets. Many
such systems have been proposed and have been or are being built. Never-
theless, it is not sufficient to just develop faster parallel processing systems
and local memories. If petascale systems are to achieve their full potential
and enable the development and execution of large-scale applications, then
these systems must be embedded in a environment that provides them with
increased disk storage and very high speed networking. Also, as processing
scales to petaflops and beyond, data queries will grow proportionally, and
will likely require access to huge datasets. Thus, there is a need for storage
scalability to petabyte stores.
Unfortunately, storage device performance remains an important obsta-
cle to the full utilization of computing system capabilities, as it has not kept
pace with the improvements in other system components, causing a grow-
ing imbalance between the computational power and the I/O capabilities of
modern high-performance systems.
Furthermore, rapid improvements in applications and algorithms, and
the continuing shift from centralized to distributed computing have led to a
new generation of parallel applications, which need massive amounts of data
storage and have time-varying input/output demands; these applications
will stress I/O systems even further.
A few examples of the new scientific projects with large data storage
requirements are:
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• The BaBar High-Energy Physics project, a collaboration of 600 physi-
cists from nine nations, has built a multi-layer particle detector located
at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) to detect collisions
between subatomic particles produced by SLAC’s PEP-II collider. It
is one of the largest High-Energy Physics (HEP) experiments currently
in operation. In 2005, the BaBar system stored over 1.3 petabytes of
data on about 13000 tapes managed by 6 StorageTek tape silos, which
in turn are backed by 160 TB of disk cache [8, 80].
• The Large Hadron Collider is a particle accelerator and collider being
built by the European Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN), sched-
uled to begin operation in May 2008. The LHC is expected to become
the world’s largest and highest energy particle accelerator and will gen-
erate around 15 petabytes of data per year, at rates from 100 MB/s
to 1.5 GB/s. The total data sample for the project is expected to
top 100 PB. The computing power required for a single experiment is
expected to be of the order of 107 MIPS [43].
• The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) is a ground-based 8.4-
meter, 10 square-degree-field telescope to be built in Cerro Pacho´n,
Chile 1. The LSST will provide digital imaging of faint astronomical
objects across the entire sky, night after night, taking 15 s. exposures
and covering the available sky every three nights. The LSST will start
producing data in 2012, and will generate over 7 PB of raw image
and catalog data per year. This data will be reduced by processing
pipelines to an estimated mere 300 TB per year [7, 45].
• The European DataGrid, funded by the European Union, is creating
a computational and data-intensive grid of resources for the analysis
of scientific data. The project places a major emphasis on providing
production quality testbeds, using real-world applications with data
drawn primarily from three scientific areas: high-energy physics, biol-
ogy and Earth observation.
Experience has shown that the performance of the parallel I/O subsys-
tems needed to support such applications is strongly dependent upon the
characteristics of the disks, the interconnection networks used and the ap-
plications’ file access patterns. In this thesis, we explore the use of disk
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Figure 1.1: Disk striping parameters
1.2 Disk Striping
In recent years, impressive improvements in processor and memory per-
formance have not been accompanied by equivalent advances in the per-
formance of input/output subsystems. This widening gap is one of the
main obstacles to achieving high performance in those parallel application
domains that require manipulation of vast amounts of data. If this gap
continues to grow, future improvements in processor speeds will have less of
an impact on system performance as computer systems become increasingly
I/O-bound.
Aiming to close this gap, striping data across large arrays of disks has
been proposed as a technique for improving I/O performance [16, 18, 72].
Disk arrays promise high-performance I/O by exploiting the bandwidth of
several disks to service a single logical request or multiple independent re-
quests in parallel. Given current projections of commercial disk technology
evolution and the increasing number of large computational systems with
petabyte-size archives, disk subsystems comprising thousands of disk drives
may soon be commonplace.
Figure 1.1 illustrates disk striping and its parameters. In this example,
a 16-block file is striped across 4 disks, so that the first stripe unit (two file
blocks) goes to the first disk, the second stripe unit goes to the second disk,
and the nth stripe unit goes to the (nmod m)th disk, where m is the stripe
width, in this case, 4 disks. The stripe unit size is usually called the stripe
depth.
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Several key research issues on disk striping still remain to be explored;
for example, the development of analytical models for disk restriping, that
is, the re-writing of a striped file with a different stripe depth to improve
I/O performance, and the analysis of techniques for trading disk storage
for bandwidth by redundantly storing multiple, striped copies of files, each
striped in a different way for efficient access. Furthermore, knowledge of the
applications’ I/O behavior is also needed. Related issues to be studied in-
clude, for example, the analysis of I/O contention inside a given application,
and across multiple applications.
Parallel file system performance studies [48,72] tell us of the importance
of matching file system policies to application I/O access patterns. Experi-
ence has shown that implementing a few static file system policies is unlikely
to bridge the growing gap between I/O and computation performance. Like-
wise, several I/O characterization studies [64,74,75] have shown that many
I/O intensive parallel applications exhibit complex, dynamic and often ir-
regular I/O access patterns, rather than the regular, sequential patterns for
which most file systems are optimized.
Developers wishing to improve application performance are often forced
to tune the size, order and frequency of I/O requests to match the id-
iosyncrasies of a specific input/output system. No only does this place a
substantial cognitive burden on the developers, but such optimizations are
system-specific and may be inappropriate for other systems or input/output
configurations. It seems that a more promising approach would be for the
parallel file system to adapt to the behavior of applications. The alternative
to developing a self-tuning file system is to deploy a file system optimized for
a fixed point on the moving target of hardware configuration and workload
characteristics.
Tuning complex systems is a non-trivial task, given that the interaction
of the various subsystems changes based on the application mix, and any
single action may affect many other subsystems. At the same time, such
tuning becomes more critical, as overall performance may depend on obser-
vations and knowledge which extend far beyond the window of time seen by
any one application.
Systems that tune and reconfigure themselves are both feasible and in-
creasingly necessary. The increasing complexity of I/O systems, combined
with the decreasing fraction of users willing or able to tune such systems
themselves, has made evident the need for self-tuning systems [37,38].
Lately, the need for self-tuning systems has been acknowledged and
several new projects have been unveiled that aim to build systems with
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these capabilities. For example, the Autonomic Computing project, an
emerging holistic approach to computer system development promoted by
IBM [32, 33], takes self-tuning a step further by promoting the develop-
ment of self-managing systems. A self-managing system, as defined by
IBM, should be able to recover from errors by repairing itself, should be
able to defend itself from external attacks, should be able to adapt continu-
ously to changing circumstances and can optimize itself to improve perfor-
mance [26,30].
In this thesis, we propose a self-tuning approach for automatically select-
ing and refining the file system’s striping parameters based on application
access patterns. The technique presented here relies on the monitoring of
application I/O requests and the application of an analytic model to deter-
mine file striping parameters that improve overall file system performance.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, we
present research relevant to this study. PVFS, the striping file system
testbed used in this thesis, is presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents
a simple analytical model of disk striping while chapter 5 discusses disk re-
striping. Chapter 6 covers the hardware testbed used for the experimental
validation of this thesis, while chapter 7 presents the validation of the an-
alytical model. Chapter 9 presents our restriping results, and chapter 10
details experiments performed with scientific applications and their results.
Finally, chapters 11 and 12 discuss possible extensions to this work, and our
conclusions from the thesis.
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2 Related Work
It’s new, it’s improved, it’s old-fashioned.
Tom Waits [88]
2.1 Disk Striping Models
One of the most common approaches to bridging the gap in performance
between computing devices and I/O storage elements is to increase over-
all data throughput by striping data across several storage devices. By
distributing large I/O requests across disks, data disks can be accessed in
parallel, thus alleviating the effect of I/O bottlenecks.
The effectiveness of this technique depends both on the application’s I/O
behavior and on the storage system configuration. Thus, most research has
focused on understanding the behavior of parallel disk systems, using either
analytical or simulation models of the I/O architecture.
Analytic performance models of disk arrays are difficult to formulate due
to the presence of queueing and fork-join synchronization [46,87]; a request is
divided into several independent disk sub-requests that proceed in parallel,
and the request does not complete until all sub-requests have been serviced.
As fork-join synchronization does not satisfy product-form conditions, it
cannot be modeled directly using Mean Value Analysis (MVA) [61].
Exact analyses of fork-join parallel queues are known only in limited
cases. Flatto and Hahn [24, 25] presented an exact analysis for a 2-server
fork-join queue, assuming a Poisson arrival process distribution, homoge-
neous servers and exponential service times. Baccelli et al. [5] considered a
more general model, where the arrival and service processes follow general
distributions. The authors derived upper and lower performance bounds,
but the tightness of these bounds is not addressed. Towsley et al. [22,23,92]
have studied the properties and scalability of fork-join queueing networks
with blocking, and have analytically established bounds on the asymptotic
throughput of such networks.
Other analytical studies rely on approximation and heuristic techniques
to compute performance bounds for more general queueing systems. Nelson
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and Tantawi [54] obtained the mean job response time for an homogeneous
fork-join queue with exponential service time distributions by using a scaling
approximation technique and by assuming that the mean response time in-
creases at the same rate as the number of sibling tasks. Lui et al. [46] present
an algorithm for obtaining upper and lower bounds on the expected response
time for a queueing system with K identical servers, a series-parallel phase
type inter-arrival distribution and service centers with k-stage Erlang service
time distributions. This kind of model has no known closed form solution
in the general (K ≥ 2) case. Varki [85] presents an heuristic technique
based on the mean value equation for fork-join networks that relates the
response time of a network to the mean service times at the service centers
and to the mean queue length of the system with one less customer. Unlike
product-form networks, the mean value equation for fork-join networks is
an approximation and this technique computes lower performance bound
values for the fork-join network. Simulation results show that the relative
error in the approximation is less than 5% in most cases. Recently, Lebrecht
and Knottenbelt presented a response time approximation of the fork-join
queue that attempts to comply with the additional constraints of modelling
a disk array. This approximation is compared with existing analytical ap-
proximations of the fork-join queueing network [41].
Many researchers have studied analytic models of disk arrays under syn-
chronous I/O workloads, that is, systems in which applications wait for
previous I/O requests to finish before issuing a new I/O request. Lee and
Katz [42] modeled a simple disk array with striping, but no redundancy nor
any caching effects. Varki and Wang [87] presented an analytical perfor-
mance model of disk arrays under synchronous I/O workloads that mod-
els a disk array as a closed queueing network with a delay server and a
fixed number of circulating processes. Pentakalos et al. [58] described a
closed queueing network model of a hierarchical mass storage system based
on approximations to multi-class Mean Value Analysis (MVA) of queueing
networks, which can be used for capacity planning studies and support pro-
curement decisions.
In contrast, Kim and Tantawi [39] focused on approximating the sum of
seek and rotational latencies in asynchronous disk arrays. They analyzed the
positioning time delays in asynchronous disk interleaving, when sub-blocks
of a data block are placed independently of one another. Using approximate
analysis, they obtained a simple expression for the expected value of the
maximum access delay for an n-disk system, which was later validated via
simulation.
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Other studies seek to characterize an optimal striping unit, that is, the
amount of logically contiguous data to be stored on each disk. In [18], Chen
and Patterson simulated data striping across small disk arrays with synchro-
nized spindles subject to a single class workload and random access patterns.
Chen and Patterson showed that the choice of striping unit size is critical
to the I/O system’s performance, and that the optimum striping unit size
depends significantly on only two parameters: workload concurrency and
I/O system behavior. Workload concurrency is determined by the number
of outstanding requests in the disk system in any given time, and I/O sys-
tem behavior is determined by positioning time and data transfer rate of
the disks. Their results also showed that the optimum striping unit size is
not affected by the request size distribution of the workload.
Chen and Lee [16] investigated the performance of a spindle-synchronized
RAID5 system via simulation, and discovered that the optimum striping unit
size for write-intensive workloads is 4 times smaller than for read-intensive
workloads, because of the high cost of updating the parity in anything other
than a full-stripe write. The authors concluded that the optimum striping
unit varied directly with the number of disks in the array for write requests,
and inversely, in the case of read requests.
Disk striping performance is also affected by the application’s I/O pro-
file. For example, the needs of continuous media file servers differ from the
requirements of scientific applications. Continuous media workloads usually
consist of reads and writes that are periodic and sequential, while scientific
applications generally consist of aperiodic reads and writes [70]. Due to their
real-time natures, audio and video streams require the file server to provide
bounds on response time. Therefore, a stripe unit size that minimizes the
variance of the response time distribution, possibly at the expense of an
increased response time, might be preferred over a stripe unit size aimed at
minimizing the average response time.
Shenoy and Vim [70] presented an analytical model for determining the
optimum stripe depth for storing variable bit rate continuous media across
disk arrays, and introduced a scheme for disk array partitioning so as to
minimize the load imbalance between disks.
Ghandeharizadeh and Kim [27] developed analytical models to estimate
the expected startup latency incurred by a request for a video object as a
function of both additional resources and the load imposed on the system.
They also described replication and request migration as two alternative
approaches to minimizing the expected latency, and quantified their trade-
offs using analytical models.
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Varki et al. presented an integrated performance model for disk arrays
that uses measurement data and baseline performance models to extract
information about the performance characteristics of a disk array [86]. This
model analyzes the effects of caching policies and disk parallelism along
with the effects of array controller optimizations on the performance of a
disk array when read-only and write-only workloads are submitted to the
array.
The analytical queueing model for striping developed in this thesis is
based on the modified MVA algorithm presented in [71]. This model has
been extended to encompass file restriping, and a competitive algorithm to
determine when it is cost-effective to restripe a file is presented. Further-
more, the model’s parameters have been updated, and it has been validated
via experiments and benchmarks.
2.2 File Replication
Over the last few years, disk areal density has been increasing at an
annual rate of about 60% [95]. Also, we have seen disk capacities double
yearly since 1990 [28]. Disk latencies, however, have been improving at
about only 10% per year. Even though this extraordinary growth in disk
capacity seems to be abating, disks are becoming increasingly unbalanced
in terms of the relationship between capacity and latency. This imbalance
has led to the idea of using the extra disk capacity to store multiple copies
of data files, and thus provide applications with faster access to files.
This idea was further developed in RAID disk arrays, which were pro-
posed in the 1980s as a way to use parallelism between multiple disks to
improve aggregate I/O performance [17, 57]. In a RAID system, several
disks are controlled by a single array controller and are visible to applica-
tions as a large, continuous data storage space. By providing disk mirror-
ing, disk striping, data distribution and parity checking, RAID disk arrays
can achieve redundancy, lower latency, higher bandwidth and recoverability
from disk crashes. Today they appear in the product lines of most major
computer manufacturers.
Several RAID levels have been defined, each one implementing different
disk architectures. In RAID level 0, corresponding to disk striping, data is
split across drives, resulting in higher data throughput. Because no redun-
dant data is stored, performance is improved, but the failure of any disk
in the array results in data loss. RAID level 1, commonly known as disk
mirroring, provides redundancy by writing all data to two or more drives.
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The performance of a 2-disk RAID-1 array tends to be faster on reads and
slower on writes compared to a single drive, but if either drive fails, no data
is lost. RAID Level 5 stripes data at a block level across several drives,
with parity data distributed across all drives. The parity information allows
recovery from the failure of any single drive.
A different approach is to handle data replication at the file system level.
For example, GPFS [68] is a commercial parallel shared-disk file system
developed by IBM for the RS/6000 SP parallel supercomputers and later
extended to Linux clusters. GPFS supports file replication at the file system
level by allocating space for several copies of each data or metadata block
on different disks, and then performing writes to all locations. Replication
can be enabled separately for data and metadata blocks. This replication
feature of GPFS allows the user to determine how many copies of a file
to maintain, and to set different levels of replication for each file or for an
entire file system. This assures that the latest updates to critical data are
preserved in the event of disk failure.
Researchers in database systems have also studied file replication tech-
niques. Most of their work has been oriented toward providing fault toler-
ance and increasing system reliability for critical applications. As data files
are stored across more and more disks, the probability of having data avail-
ability problems due to disk failures increases, and it becomes necessary to
provide some means of recovery from such a failure [9,10,51,56]. There has
also been some work on dynamic parallel database reorganization. However,
the main objective in these cases is not so much reducing the I/O access time
as balancing the I/O workload, for example, by migrating data from heavily
utilized to lightly loaded disks [96].
Merchant and Yu [51] studied striping strategies in RAID-1 architec-
tures under heterogeneous on-line transaction processing workloads. They
proposed a dual striping strategy, in which two copies of the data are kept:
one copy of the data is stored on a single disk, while another copy is striped
across the remaining disks in the array. The authors used simulation to show
that this dual striping scheme is less sensitive to changes in the workload
than traditional data mirroring.
Haskin [31] described Tigershark, a scalable, parallel file system for the
IBM AIX operating system designed to support interactive multimedia ap-
plications, particularly large-scale ones such as interactive television. File
system blocks in Tigershark can be replicated on a per-object basis. Thus,
different files can have different levels of replication, allowing for making
trade-offs between fault-tolerance and system cost.
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Triantafillou and Faloutsos [83] introduced overlay striping, a novel data
distribution scheme that stores several copies of a file prior to its use, using
a number of different stripe widths. Then, upon file retrieval, the replica
with the most beneficial stripe width is accessed. The associated storage
overhead is quantified, as well as the performance improvements.
Anastasiadis et al. [2] studied issues related to improving system relia-
bility and performance by replicating variable bit stream data and reserving
extra disk bandwidth. They presented a minimum bandwidth reservation
scheme that minimizes wasted throughput in the case of a single disk failure
while maintaining acceptable stream playback rates.
Finally, perhaps the research most relevant to our thesis is the work
on Disk Cooling done by Scheuermann, Weikum and Zabback [65–67, 90].
In [90], they studied the problems of dynamically allocating space across a
disk array when a new file is created, and of when and how to reorganize the
existing files to make space for a new one. The authors proposed heuristic
algorithms that provide a good compromise between maximizing the I/O
performance of the disk array and minimizing the work spent in partial disk
reorganizations.Their testbed is an experimental file system called FIVE
that allows the stripe unit size to be chosen individually for each file or
even portions of a file [89]. Other references [65, 66] describe an adaptive
method for data allocation and dynamic load balancing in disk arrays that
works by migrating file extents from heavily-accessed (“hot”) disks to less
loaded (“cooler”) disks. The temperature of a disk extent is given as the
ratio between the access frequency and the size of the disk extent.
In summary, work on file replication usually has as its goals improving
reliability and providing fault tolerance. In this work, we discuss replicating
files with different system parameters to improve I/O performance.
2.3 Flexible Parallel File Systems
Many performance-intensive applications requiring parallel input/output
present irregular, data-dependent execution behavior. They also display dy-
namic behavior through time varying resource demands. As the interactions
between these applications and the file system software change during and
across application executions, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to deter-
mine a static, globally optimal input/output configuration. Because of this,
many parallel file systems allow users some measure of control over their
policies, so knowledgeable users can tailor file system behavior to suit their
application.
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For example, GPFS [68] allows modifications to the file system to be
made on-line, so that disks can be added, deleted or replaced. Re-balancing
the file system would then redistribute existing files across the current disk
set, thus effectively changing m, the number of disks across which files are
striped. When there are multiple copies of a file, the re-balancing procedure
attempts to keep the replication status of the file system’s data and metadata
blocks. Nevertheless, the striping unit size is set only at file system creation
time.
The Lustre File System is a popular shared-disk file system for Linux
clusters used in many high-performance computing clusters [12]. Lustre al-
lows stripe depth and stripe width to be defined at file system creation time,
or at file creation time, either on a per-directory basis or under user control
via application library functions. Lustre also provides a file joining feature
for joining multiple files into a single combined file. Using this feature, a file
with mixed striping patterns can be created by joining multiple files with
different striping parameters [94].
ZFS is a 128-bit local file system developed by Sun and available for So-
laris 10 and for Linux, which supports dynamic striping across storage pools.
ZFS allows adding disks to an existing file system and new files are always
striped across all available devices to maximize throughput. Furthermore,
ZFS implements copy-on-write semantics, so existing files will be restriped
automatically across the new disks on file writes [78]. The next generation
of the Lustre File System will utilize ZFS as its local file system.
Tuning a file system to improve performance for a particular set of ap-
plications is a difficult task that requires intimate knowledge of both the
file system and the application. Few users take the time to fully explore
the effects of system parameter changes, or even know enough about their
application’s behavior so as to be able to tune the file system effectively. So,
there is an increasing interest in building self-tuning, adaptive file systems.
Self-tuning file systems usually operate according to the principle that
the behavior of the file system must change to match the application. Ac-
cordingly, a means of measuring the workload is sought, as well as control
over file system parameters. File system performance monitoring is also
needed to quantify the effect of system parameter changes, and so a nega-
tive feedback control loop is established.
In [49], Matthews et al. showed how adaptive algorithms can be used
with a log-structured file system (LFS) [63] to provide high performance
across a wide range of workloads. In general, log-structured file systems
present better performance than traditional file systems for workloads with
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frequent small writes, read traffic that is absorbed by the cache, and enough
disk idle time for the log to be cleaned periodically. However, LFS shows
poor performance when faced with random disk updates at high utilization.
Trace-driven simulations were used to show that, by using self-tuning prin-
ciples, LFS can provide high write performance across a broader range of
workloads. Also, an adaptive garbage collection mechanism that chooses
between two cleaning algorithms depending on observed usage patterns is
presented.
Madhyastha, Elford and Reed [47] presented an automatic technique for
selecting and refining file system policies based on application access pat-
terns and the execution environment. An automatic I/O access pattern
classification framework allows an adaptive user-level parallel file system
(PPFS) to select appropriate caching and prefetching policies, while perfor-
mance sensors provide feedback which is used to tune policy parameters.
The Wisconsin Network Disks project (WiND) focuses on building a
manageable, adaptive network-attached storage architecture [3]. In this
context, Arpaci-Dusseau et al. describe two software components called
SToRM (Short-Term Reactive Middleware) and GALE (Globally Adaptive
Long-term Engine), which are the run-time and off-line adaptive elements
of WiND, respectively. SToRM is a distributed software layer placed be-
tween the clients and the servers that performs run-time adaptation of disk
data flows for data access and layout. SToRM adapts to short-term changes
in workload characteristics and disk performance by quickly adjusting how
much each client reads from or writes to each disk. GALE is a software layer
that monitors system activity via on-line simulation and performs global,
long-term optimizations to improve performance and reliability in ways not
possible at run-time.
Among research file systems, PPFS II is a portable parallel file system
with real-time control and adaptive policy control capabilities developed by
the Pablo Group [72]. PPFS II is based upon the Autopilot real-time adap-
tive resource control library and the Nexus/Globus distributed computing
infrastructure [62]. Autopilot provides PPFS II with a flexible set of perfor-
mance sensors, decision procedures, and policy actuators to realize adaptive
control of applications and resource management policies on both parallel
and wide area distributed systems. PPFS II gives the user a large measure
of control over the file system’s behavior via the tuning of several parameters
such as client cache sizes, cache block sizes, replacement policies, etc. PPFS
II also allows self-tuning by incorporating a fuzzy-logic rule-base for adap-
tive striping of files across multiple disks. This rule-base is integrated into
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Autopilot, an adaptive control framework used to control the I/O system
parameters of the PPFS II parallel file system.
There is also interest in extending the concept of self-tuning systems
to other areas of computer systems development. Through its Autonomic
Computing initiative [26, 32, 33], IBM has proposed extending the concept
of self-tuning systems to self-managing systems. A self-managing system
is a system that is self-protecting, self-configuring, self-healing and self-
optimizing. A self-protecting system will defend itself from accidental or
malicious external attacks. A self-configuring system must readjust itself
automatically to changing circumstances. A self-healing system must en-
sure effective recovery when a fault occurs. This means successfully iden-
tifying the fault and repairing it, when possible. Finally, a self-optimizing
system must be aware of its ideal performance, must be able to measure
its current performance and must implement strategies for attempting im-
provements. To achieve these objectives, a system must be self-aware and
environment-aware, that is, it must know both its internal state and the
current external operating conditions. Changing circumstances are detected
via self-monitoring and adaptations are made accordingly. In summary, a
self-managing system must have knowledge of its available resources, its
components, their desired performance characteristics, their current status
and the status of its inter-connections with other systems [77].
For our research, we have chosen to use the Parallel Virtual File System
(PVFS) developed at Clemson University [15, 44]. PVFS is an open-source
file system that allows both serial and parallel applications to store and
retrieve file data distributed across a set of I/O servers utilizing traditional
UNIX file semantics. PVFS focuses on file partitioning for concurrency
control and allows applications to define striping parameters individually
for each file. PVFS will be discussed in greater length in Chapter 3. In this
work, we extend PVFS by adding to it file restriping capabilities.
2.4 Summary and Comparison with Other Work
In §2.1, we have shown how disk striping has been modeled by various
file system and clustering research projects. We also state that, when stor-
ing data across several disks, the performance advantages must be balanced
against the added system complexity and the need to serve multiple indepen-
dent I/O requests simultaneously. In this thesis, we use a simple analytical
model of disk striping that is used to determine an optimum striping unit
that minimizes I/O response time.
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In §2.2, we have presented different approaches to file replication, most of
them aimed at improving system reliability and at providing fault tolerance.
In this work, we discuss replicating files with different system parameters so
as to improve I/O performance.
Finally, §2.3 gives an overview of several flexible parallel file system
projects that provide some means for tuning the file system policies, ei-
ther through user intervention or via an automatic control mechanism. The
ever-increasing complexity of computer systems leads us to believe that self-
tuning systems and similar approaches to managing complexity will become
more common in the future.
For our research, we have modified PVFS, an open-source parallel file
system to handle file restriping via a self-tuning mechanism. This is done
by monitoring application I/O access patterns, clustering the I/O data to
identify common behaviors and then restriping if the projected performance
gains over time are greater than the restriping costs.
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3 PVFS
Empires can rise and fall in the time it takes an I/O
request to finish.
Daniel Reed, CS333, 1994
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we introduce the Parallel Virtual File System (PVFS ),
an open-source parallel file system for Linux developed jointly by the Parallel
Architecture Research Laboratory at Clemson University and by Argonne
National Laboratory [15,44] for use in clusters of workstations.
The goal of the PVFS project is to develop a high-performance, user-
level parallel file system that can serve both as a platform for parallel I/O
research and as a production file system for cluster computers.
PVFS allows data stored in a single logical file to be physically dis-
tributed among I/O resources in a machine and provides a mechanism for
tasks in a parallel application to access the data concurrently and inde-
pendently. This, in turn, enables the construction of low-cost computing
clusters that can address parallel applications with large-scale I/O needs.
PVFS provides applications with a global name space, the ability to
stripe data across multiple I/O nodes, and multiple user interfaces. All com-
munication is performed using TCP/IP, so no additional message passing
libraries are needed. PVFS is implemented at the user level, so no kernel
modifications are needed to install or run the system. However, support
is included for using existing binaries on PVFS files. PVFS supports the
UNIX I/O interface and allows existing UNIX I/O programs to use PVFS
files without recompiling. Thus, familiar UNIX file tools (ls, cp, rm, etc.)
will all operate on PVFS files and directories.
PVFS is designed as a client-server system with multiple data servers,
called I/O daemons. I/O daemons typically run on separate nodes in the
cluster, called I/O nodes, which have disks attached to them. Thus, each
daemon stores data on the local file systems mounted on the machine where
is it executing.
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A separate metadata server, of which there is one per PVFS system,
maintains information on stored files and directories, such as file size, per-
missions, and data distribution. Clients contact the metadata server when-
ever a file or directory must be created, removed, opened or closed.
Applications accessing PVFS files and directories run on client machines,
which may also execute PVFS I/O deamons and/or the metadata server.
For metadata operations, applications communicate with the metadata
server via the PVFS application library. For data access, the metadata server
is eliminated from the access path and instead I/O servers are contacted
directly. This is key to providing scalable aggregate performance.
PVFS has been developed primarily for clusters of Intel x86 computers
running the Linux operating system, although it has also been used on Al-
pha processors also running Linux. PVFS can be used with most Linux local
file systems, such as ext2, ext3 or the ReiserFS journaling file system. Ad-
ditionally, PVFS can be used in conjunction with any software or hardware
RAID systems installed on the node.
The work presented in this thesis utilizes PVFS version 1. In Novem-
ber of 2004, the PVFS developers released PVFS version 2 (PVFS2 ), which
improves on PVFS1 by adding distributed metadata servers, support for het-
erogeneous systems with different endianness, explicit concurrency support
and mechanisms for data and metadata redundancy.
The PVFS organization is shown in Figure 3.1.
Linux Linux Linux Linux Linux Linux Linux Linux
Manager I/O Daemons
mgr iod iod iod iod iod iod
Parallel Virtual File System (PVFS)
mgr config files I/O Nodes
iod iod
Network
Figure 3.1: Parallel Virtual File System (PVFS) organization
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The PVFS architecture comprises four components:
• The manager daemon (mgr)
• The I/O daemons (iod)
• The PVFS application library interface (libpvfs)
• The PVFS Linux kernel module (pvfsd)
A single PVFS manager daemon (mgr) handles access to all metadata
for a PVFS file system. Metadata, in a parallel file system context, refers
to information describing the characteristics of a file, such as its name, its
owner, its place in the directory hierarchy, and more importantly, how it
is distributed across the I/O nodes in the system. File system metadata,
including permissions, file ownership and physical distribution details, are
stored in a traditional UNIX file system mounted via NFS by all I/O nodes.
The manager daemon runs on a single node and handles permission
checking for the file open, close, create and delete operations. By having a
daemon that atomically operates on file metadata, PVFS avoids many of the
shortcomings of storage area network approaches, which usually implement
complex locking schemes to ensure metadata consistency when servicing
multiple I/O requests.
Application processes communicate directly with the PVFS mgr daemon
via TCP/IP. When an application opens a file, the manager returns the
location of the I/O nodes where the file is stored. This information allows
applications to later communicate directly with these I/O nodes without
manager intervention.
The I/O daemons (iod) store and retrieve file data from the local disks
connected to the nodes. These daemons create files on an existing file system
on the local node using UNIX system calls. PVFS daemons are designed as
single-threaded, select() driven processes, which use nonblocking read()
and write() calls for socket I/O. File data is read by using read-only mmap()
calls, while for writes, data is read from the socket into a buffer and then
written back.
The PVFS application library (libpvfs) is used by applications to com-
municate with the PVFS daemons. The PVFS native API provides user-
space access to the PVFS servers. The library handles the scatter/gather
operations necessary to move data between user buffers and PVFS servers,
keeping these operations transparent to the user.
The PVFS Linux kernel support provides the functionality necessary to
mount PVFS file systems on Linux nodes, and to allow existing programs to
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access PVFS files without any modification. This support is not necessary
for applications that use the PVFS application library, but it provides a
convenient means for interacting with the system. The PVFS Linux kernel
support includes a loadable module, an optional kernel patch to eliminate a
memory copy, and a daemon, pvfsd, which accesses the PVFS file system on
behalf of applications by calling libpvfs functions to perform I/O operations.









Figure 3.2: Application access to PVFS
The operating system caches file data for PVFS. Thus, PVFS gives up
control of block allocation and cannot directly control what data blocks are
cached. Also, as file buffering is facilitated in the underlying file system,
direct buffering is not implemented in PVFS.
3.2 Application Interfaces
The user interface for any parallel file system must make it convenient
for application programmers to take best advantage of its potential. One
solution is to provide multiple interfaces so application programmers can
choose whichever interface best fits their needs.
To meet the needs of different types of applications, PVFS provides three
interfaces through which the file system may be accessed:
• the Linux kernel interface
• the PVFS native API
• the ROMIO MPI-IO interface
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The Linux kernel interface, as discussed earlier, allows applications to
access PVFS file systems through the standard UNIX I/O interface. This
allows users to use all the common UNIX utilities such as ls, cp, and rm,
to perform everyday data manipulation, staging of data on to PVFS file
systems, and so on.
Whereas the traditional mechanism of UNIX system calls for file access is
convenient and allows applications to access files stored on many different file
system types, there is overhead associated with the use of the PVFS kernel
interface. Clients can avoid making requests to the file system through
the kernel by linking with the PVFS native API. This library implements
a subset of the UNIX operations so that they contact the PVFS servers
directly, rather than passing through the local kernel. It also allows users to
specify how files are to be striped across the I/O nodes in the PVFS system.
It is explained in more detail in §3.3.
The ROMIO interface [79] is a high-performance, portable implemen-
tation of MPI-IO [21], the I/O chapter in MPI-2, the Message Passing
Interface standard, Version 2, which has been developed at Argonne Na-
tional Laboratory [29]. ROMIO allows parallel programmers using MPI to
access PVFS files through the MPI-IO interface. ROMIO is optimized for
noncontiguous access patterns, which are common in parallel applications.
Additionally, ROMIO implements two optimization techniques, data sieving
and two-phase collective I/O, that can greatly benefit system performance,
which are described in more detail in Section 3.4.
3.3 File Striping in PVFS
PVFS files are striped across a set of I/O nodes to facilitate parallel
access. For each file striped across n I/O nodes, there will be n subfiles, one
per I/O node, holding that file’s data. A unique identifier, supplied by the
PVFS manager daemon at creation time, ensures that the names of these
files are unique across all nodes.
The specifics of a given file distribution are given by three metadata
parameters:
• base, the first I/O node number
• pcount, the number of I/O nodes to stripe the file across
• ssize, the stripe depth
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These parameters, along with an ordering of the I/O nodes, allow the file
distribution to be completely specified. The I/O node ordering is specified
at installation time in a configuration file accessible to all nodes via NFS.
For example, given the metadata shown in Table 3.1, file testFile would
be striped across 3 I/O nodes, starting with I/O node 2, using a stripe size
of 64 KB. Figure 3.3 shows how testFile would be distributed in PVFS.
Each I/O daemon stores its portion of the file in a subfile on the local file
system of its I/O node, under a directory subtree specified in the PVFS
configuration files (in this case, /local). The name of this subfile is based










Table 3.1: Metadata example
As mentioned before, when clients open a PVFS file, the PVFS manager
daemon informs them of the location of the I/O daemons storing portions
of the file. The clients then establish connections with the I/O daemons
directly. When a client wishes to access file data, the client library sends
a descriptor of the file region being accessed to the I/O daemons holding
data in the region. The daemons determine what portions of the requested
region they have stored in their local disks, and then perform the necessary
I/O and data transfers.
Programs written using normal UNIX I/O will work without any changes
on a system with the PVFS kernel module installed. Files created this way
will be striped according to the file system defaults set at compile time.
Applications wishing to control file striping directly can do so by using
the PVFS native API, and replacing calls to creat() and open() with
calls to pvfs creat() and pvfs open(). These function calls accept extra
arguments that allow control of the file’s striping parameters. Moreover,
once a file is created, the striping parameters cannot be changed. Subsequent
calls to read(), write(), lseek(), etc. should also be replaced by the PVFS

























































































iod 0 iod 1 iod 2 iod 3 iod 4 iod 5
pcount = 3
base = 2
Figure 3.3: File Striping in PVFS
Furthermore, only accesses to files in the PVFS subtree specified in the
configuration files will be striped (in this example, /local). The manager
daemon intercepts I/O accesses to files lying outside the PVFS subtree and
hands them to the regular UNIX I/O library. It is expected that developers
wanting to make full use of PVFS’s capabilities will reorganize their appli-
cations so that only those files whose large size and/or high throughtput
requirements justify a high-performance solution will be stored in the PVFS
subtree. PVFS performance degrades significatively for small requests made
to small files, so configuration files and the like should be stored outside the
PVFS directory subtree.
3.4 Non-Contiguous I/O
Many scientific applications often present non-contiguous I/O access pat-
terns [40, 75]. Traditionally, parallel file systems satisfy these requests by
performing multiple I/O operations. Thus, the number of I/O requests in-
creases linearly with the number of contiguous regions in the non-contiguous
request, resulting in a large I/O request overhead.
MPI-IO allows users to describe non-contiguous I/O access patterns but
is limited in its ability to improve application performance if support for
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non-contiguous I/O is not present at the file system level.
PVFS implements alternative ways of performing non-contiguous I/O
that are optimized to minimize overhead [19]. Data sieving and two-phase
collective I/O are supported in the context of ROMIO, while List I/O is
supported via an extension to the UNIX I/O API. In this section, we describe
these I/O methods.
Data sieving involves reading a large contiguous extent of a file into a
data sieving buffer and performing subsequent data movements from the
data sieving buffer instead of from the data file. A read-modify-write opera-
tion is required to ensure correctness of write I/O operations. Following the
file read into memory and the data movement operations, the entire data
sieving buffer, including unchanged file regions, is written back to the file.
Data sieving takes advantage of larger disk reads and writes, versus multi-
ple smaller I/O operations. However, when file regions are far apart, the
fraction of useless file data read increases, and can hinder I/O performance.
Two-Phase Collective I/O is essentially an aggregate data sieving op-
eration. Collective I/O services numerous non-contiguous file regions by
combining it into a single I/O request. The ROMIO implementation of col-
lective I/O works by choosing a specific set of processors that will handle
I/O and then splitting the aggregate file extent evenly across all these I/O
processors. Collective reads begin by having all processors requesting I/O
send file-offset length pairs to the I/O processors with the corresponding file
partitions. In collective I/O’s first phase, the I/O processors perform con-
tiguous parallel reads of their respective file partitions into a local buffer.
In the second phase, data is distributed from the buffers to the processors
which requested the data. Collective write operations work similarly.
List I/O allows multiple file regions to be described in a single I/O
system call, thus reducing the number of I/O requests necessary to ser-
vice non-contiguous data requests. PVFS’s List I/O implementation allows
specifying up to 64 non-contiguous file and memory regions per read/write
request. I/O requests that contain more file regions are broken up into
several List I/O requests.
Experimental data [19] shows that List I/O performs significantly better
than its alternatives except in those situations in which most of the non-
contiguous regions are close together, when data sieving achieves slightly
better results. Therefore, the restriping algorithm presented in Chapter 5
uses PVFS’s List I/O function calls to implement fast file restriping.
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3.5 Summary
In §3.1, we introduced PVFS, an open-source parallel file system that
we have chosen as our disk striping testbed. PVFS allows both serial and
parallel applications to store and retrieve file data distributed across several
disks. PVFS has been developed primarily for clusters of Intel x86 computers
running Linux, and provides users with several application interfaces, which
are presented in §3.2. Section 3.3 covers how file striping is implemented
by PVFs, while Section 3.4 describes List I/O, an extension to the Unix
I/O API which is implemented by PVFS so as to allow non-contiguous I/O
requests.
In this work, file restriping is implemented by modifying PVFS so that
all parallel file accesses are logged, and then having a data clustering module
use that data to determine both optimum global and per-file stripe depths.
Extensions to PVFS allow for restriping files across disks, while a decision
module based on a competitive algorithm helps determine when files should
be restriped.
Chapter 6 presents some base results of file striping using PVFS, ob-
tained by running benchmarks that allow us to control PVFS parameters




Work begins with the division of labor.
Marshall McLuhan [50]
The basis for our self-tuning disk striping system is a simple analytical
model of disk striping that is nonetheless accurate enough for evaluating the
performance gains of restriping files. In this chapter, we present the model
and discuss its use to find a file’s optimum stripe depth.
Disk subsystems where each request is serviced by a single disk have been
previously studied by several authors [42,58,84]. Usually, each disk is mod-
eled individually as a M/G/1 queue [35]. As mentioned before, modeling
a striping file system where each request is serviced by several independent
disks is a difficult task, complicated by the derivation of analytical models
for disk synchronization and fork-join queues. Thus, no general analytical
models for striping file systems currently exist.
In this chapter, we present a simple analytical model of disk striping
suitable for its application to PVFS. This model was developed by Simitci
and Reed [72] for PPFS II and has been updated to reflect current hardware
capabilities.
4.1 Modeling Assumptions and Notation
Figure 4.1 illustrates the disk striping model presented in the following
paragraphs. Table 4.1 shows the notation to be used in the remainder of
this document.
In this model, an application’s I/O request is split into D sub-requests,
each one of which is serviced asynchronously by one disk. There are m disks
in total.
A disk’s service time S is modeled as the sum of the disk’s seek time,
its rotational latency, the data transfer time, the controller interface delay
time and a serial software overhead. For simplicity, it is assumed that all



















Figure 4.1: Disk striping model
In the case of PC clusters, the disks are attached to individual computers
which are distributed across a network. Accessing a disk on a different
computer requires establishing a network connection. To account for this,
a network setup time k is added. The network setup delay is expected to
be uniformly distributed in the interval [0, k], with an expected value of k/2
seconds and a variance of k2/12.
We assume that the rotational latency is uniformly distributed in the
interval [0, c]. Then, the expected rotational latency is c/2 seconds, with a
variance of c2/12.
Most disks lay out sectors on tracks so that the outer, longer tracks
contain more data sectors than the inner, shorter ones. Modeling variable
track density disks is difficult, and we do not consider it necessary for the
purposes of this model. Thus, we model disks as having a constant track
size t.
We shall also assert that there is a disk controller interface delay of
i seconds per disk block transferred. Likewise, there is an overhead of h
seconds per sub-request associated to the serialization of the responses.
We also assume that files are striped across the disks by storing q data
blocks on each disk (this is the stripe depth). Thus, a request for l consecu-
tive blocks will access at most D(q) = d( l−1q )e+ 1 disks (this is the request
width). We further assume that the application issues multiple independent
I/O requests for l blocks at a rate of λm which are uniformly distributed
across the m disks (no hot disks). Thus, for any given request, each of the D
disks involved sees a sub-request arrival rate of λD =
D
mλm. Also, we allow
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Symbol Description
c Rotation time (ms)
f Full-stroke seek time (ms)
t Average track size (KBytes)
k Network setup time (ms)
i Interface delay (ms/block)
h Software overhead (ms)
m Total number of available disks
l Mean request size (KBytes)
q Stripe depth (KBytes)
D Request width (disks)
λm Aggregate request rate
λD Request rate for stripe width D
Table 4.1: System parameters
overlapping, unrelated requests to proceed, so that at any given moment a
disk queue may hold several unrelated sub-requests. Furthermore, access
hot-spots are not considered.
We also make the simplifying assumption that the seek time is uniformly
distributed in the interval [0, f ], so that the expected seek time is f/2 sec-
onds, and its variance is f2/12. This presupposes rotational position sensing,
a feature present in almost all modern drives.
In [16], Chen and Lee presented disk seek time distributions showing
that the disk head is able to accelerate more during long seeks. Therefore,
the time for a full-stroke seek f is only a few multiples of a single track
seek. This allows us to assume that the seek time is uniformly distributed
in the interval [0, f ]. Then, the expected seek time will be f/2 seconds with
a variance of f2/12.
4.2 A Disk Striping Model
All the assumptions above refer to the I/O behavior of a single disk
drive. To properly model disk striping, the consequences of distributing
data across multiple disks must be considered.
In particular, the expected rotational latency for an I/O request that
involves several disks that are not rotationally synchronized will be the ex-
pected maximum of the rotational latencies of all disks. This can be ex-
pressed mathematically as the expected maximum of several independent
and identically-distributed variables.
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Kim and Tantawi [39] state that, given D random variables distributed
in the interval [0, I] with expected mean µ, the expected maximum MaxD










µ(0.5772 + ln(D)) Exponential distribution
µ(I + σµ
√
2 log(D)) Normal distribution
In [71], Simitci has shown that the response time for a disk striping
system can be approximated by assuming a uniform distribution of response
times across all disks. Applying this result to the rotational latency, we find
that the expected rotational latency for a request that stretches over D disks
is given by f
2
2D
D+1 . Intuitively, if a request uses only a few disks, the expected
rotational latency will be close to the mean rotational latency, f
2
. As the
number of disks D increases, the probability of one of these disks having to
perform a full rotation also increases, so the expected latency tends to f .
For the disks, we assume independent Poisson arrivals, and a First-Come,
First-Served (FCFS) queueing policy. This assumption allows us to model
the disk subsystem as a M/G/1 queue. Since, in this model, sub-requests
are served asynchronously, we must analyze the service time and response
time for an individual sub-request and then use this result to quantify the
overall request service time.
4.3 Sub-request Service Time
From the previous discussion, the service time S for a sub-request can
be modeled as the sum of six components:
• Average seek time
• Average rotational delay
• Average network setup time
• Data transfer time
• Controller interface overhead
• Serial overhead
So, assuming the request size is larger than the stripe size and that there














q + iq + hD(q)
where d lq e < D(q) < d
l−1
q e + 1, depending on the request’s block align-
ment.
Figure 4.2 shows the variation in the sub-request service time S as a
function of the stripe depth, q, for m = 32 disks and a file system block size
of 4 KB, for different request sizes ranging from 8 blocks (32 KB) to 1024
blocks (4 MB).
It can be seen from the figure that, for small request sizes, the stripe
depth does not make much difference, as the service time is dominated by
other factors. For larger requests, the stripe depth does impact the service
time, and there is a definite range of stripe depths that lead to a reduced
service time. The straight lines at the right of the figure indicate the region
where where the request size is less than the stripe depth. In this case, a
request is serviced by only one disk, so the service time S is independent of























Req. size = 16
Req. size = 64
Req. size = 256
Req. size = 1024
Figure 4.2: Service time S as a function of stripe depth q, for different
request sizes l, given in 4K blocks
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These results assume that the request will be serviced from no more than
m disks (D ≤ m). If not, some disk must service two or more sub-requests
and the total request service time will increase accordingly. This situation
can happen whenever the combination of large requests and small stripe
depths occurs. Figure 4.3 shows the number of disks required to store a

























Figure 4.3: Stripe width D as a function of stripe depth q and request size
l in 4K blocks.
From Figure 4.3, it can be seen that, the smaller the stripe depth, the
more disks are needed to store l blocks and access them simultaneously.
Given that the number of disks to stripe across is limited, large stripe depths
should be preferred, as using more disks increases the serial overhead com-
ponent of the service time.
4.4 Total Response Time
The total response time is the expected value of the maximum of the D
sub-request response times. As mentioned in §4.1, a uniform distribution of
response times is assumed [71].
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The response time R is given by adding the queueing delay, W , and the
service time S.







The variance of the service time S is given by
σ2S =
f2 + c2 + k2
12
We should note that is is only an approximation. Clearly, some re-
sponse time components do not satisfy our assumptions. However, as will
be seen in §7, experimental data show that these approximations predict the
response time quite accurately.
To explore the effects of changing the stripe depth on the response time,
we have plotted several performance graphs using the parameters shown in
Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
Table 4.2 tabulates relevant parameters for the Fujitsu hard disks in-
stalled in the three computer clusters used in this research: a 32-node Pen-
tium III cluster, a 512-node Pentium III cluster, and a 66-node dual-core
Xeon cluster.
These disk parameters illustrate the growth disparity between storage
capacity and speed of access to storage: in 5 years, there has been a fourfold
increase in disk capacity, with only a 50% decrease in the average latency
and average seek time.
The figures shown in this chapter utilize the disk and network parameters
from the 66-node dual-core Intel Xeon cluster described in more detail in
Chapter 10.
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Hard Drive MAG3182 MAS3735 MAY2036
Capacity (GBytes) 18.2 73.5 36.7
Rotation time (ms) 5.98 4 5.98
Full-stroke seek time (ms) 11 8 9
Average seek time (ms) 5.2 3.3 4.0
Average track size (KB) 173 339 283
Average latency (ms) 2.99 2 2.99
Block size (KB) 4 4 4
Interface rate (MB/s) 80 320 375
Year of introduction 1998 2003 2005
Table 4.2: Hard drive parameters
Parameter Value
Network setup time (ms) 10
Interface delay (ms/block) 0.03
Software overhead (ms) 0.3
Total number of available disks 66
Mean request size (KBytes) 256
Table 4.3: Example parameters
Figure 4.4 shows the maximum response time RMax as a function of the
stripe depth q and the total request rate λ, for a system of m = 32 disks
and a total request size of l = 64 blocks (256 KB).
The response time behavior for a request size of l = 64 blocks can be
divided into two cases according to the relationship between stripe depth q
and request size l.
If the request size is smaller than the stripe depth, at most two disks
are accessed, so the response time for q ≥ 64 blocks is constant. The stripe
depth q does not affect performance, nor is the number of disks a factor in
the response time.
If the request size is larger than the stripe depth, then the response
time depends on stripe depth q. As q get smaller (q ≤ 16), the number of
disks to stripe across increases and the service time S is dominated by the
serial overhead time, until the system utilization ρ becomes greater than 1,
indicating that the disks are saturated.
The system utilization (ρ) for an M/G/1 queue is defined as λDS. An
M/G/1 queue is unstable if ρ > 1, in which case the system cannot keep
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Req. size < Stripe depth


























Figure 4.4: Maximum response time RMax, l = 64 blocks
up with the request arrival rate and the service queue will grow indefinitely.
This unstable area is signaled in Figure 4.5 by the flat surface where R = 1.
Increasing the request size also increases the response time. This is
illustrated in Figure 4.5, which shows the maximum response time for a
request size of 256 blocks (1 MB). Again, unstable regions are denoted by a
flat surface where R = 1.
Three distinct behaviors can be recognized in the figure. If the stripe
depth is larger than the request size l (in this graph, fixed at 256 blocks),
the number of disks involved in the transfer is at most 2, and the service
time is independent of q. This situation is equivalent to storing each l-block
request in a different disk without striping the data. If that is the case then,
for a given request rate, response time does not change if stripe depth is
increased from, say, 256 to 1024 blocks. The response time increases slowly
until the system utilization approaches 1 and the system becomes unstable.
Small stripe depths should also be avoided. If the request size l is larger
than the storage capacity of a stripe (l > mq), the request will be serviced
by performing d lmq e I/O accesses. In our example, this case is shown in the
graph as a flat surface with R = 0 for q < 12.






























Figure 4.5: Maximum response time RMax, l = 256 blocks
response time is dependent upon both the stripe depth and the request
rate. From the figure, it can be seen that response times in this case are
better than in the first case, which leads us to believe that, by judiciously
choosing the stripe size it is possible to improve performance over the case
in which no striping at all is done. This case is represented in Figure 4.5 by
12 < q < 256.
Figure 4.6 shows another view of the system’s behavior. This figure
shows response time RMax as a function of the stripe depth q and the request
size l, for a fixed request rate of 30 req/s and m = 32 disks.
Again, three cases can be recognized in the figure. First, if the request
size l is larger than the stripe size q, the number of disks involved in the
transfer is at most 2, and the service time is independent of the stripe depth.
In this example, the system becomes unstable for request sizes greater than
128 blocks. If the request size is larger than the stripe size, we see the
response time as depending on the transfer and controller overhead times,
and on the serial overhead time. Finally, if the stripe width is greater than
the number of available disks, the request will be satisfied by performing
multiple striped I/O accesses. This case is shown in the graph as a flat





















Figure 4.6: Maximum response time RMax, λ = 40 req/s
4.5 System Utilization and Minimum Stripe
Depth
As mentioned before, the system utilization ρ(q) for a M/G/1 queue

















q + iq + hD(q)
)
where D(q) = d( l−1q )e+1 is the number of disks involved in servicing the
request. Solving this equation for q allows us to compute the stripe depth
that causes a given system utilization ρ′.
For example, for a given request rate and request size, the minimum
stripe depth is the stripe depth qmin such that ρ(qmin) = 1. By making the
simplifying assumption that D(q) = lq , the minimum stripe depth can be


















t + i, and C2 = h.
Finding the roots of this equation will give us the minimum stripe depth
qmin, that is, the stripe depth needed to make sure that the system utiliza-
tion is less or equal to 1. The form of the equation tells us that there is at
most one positive root. This solution is shown for a given range of request
























Figure 4.7: Minimum stripe depth qmin
For a given request rate and average request size, choosing a stripe depth
that is greater than qmin can prevent the system from becoming saturated.
Choosing a stripe depth less than qmin will cause disk queue lengths to grow
very fast and the response time will increase rapidly. Even so, response
times for individual requests for values of q greater than but close to qmin
will also be high.
4.6 Optimum Stripe Depth
As the previous sections show, there are definite advantages to be gained
by choosing a stripe depth that minimizes response time, for a given request
rate and input/output subsystem parameters. Furthermore, if we take the
derivative of the equation for RMax shown previously in § 4.4 with respect





for q, we can find an optimum stripe depth that minimizes the response
time.
Unfortunately, obtaining a closed-form expression for the optimum stripe
depth is not feasible, but for a given set of system parameters, it can be
calculated by a Newton-like optimization method. Figure 4.8 shows the
optimum stripe depth as a function of the request size and the request rate























Figure 4.8: Optimum stripe depth qopt
This figure shows that, for small request sizes, the optimum stripe depth
is small. As the request size increases, the optimum stripe depth increases
accordingly and rapidly reaches the point where the system is saturated
(ρ = 1). Also, as the request rate increases, so the stripe depth at which the
system reaches the saturation point decreases.
Larger request sizes allow bigger stripe depths, because they can make
better use of disk parallelism. Higher request rates also allow bigger stripe
depths, because reducing the number of disks a file is striped across reduces
congestion in the disk queues and increases overall throughput.
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4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a simple analytic model of disk strip-
ing. Our striping model assumes that an I/O request is divided into sub-
requests that are distributed across disks connected by a network. We model
the service time for each sub-request as the sum of six components, namely,
the disk seek time, rotational latency, network setup time, media transfer
time, controller interface delay and serial software overhead. The response
time for the main I/O request is the expected value of the maximum response
time for each sub-request.
The striping model has shown that the behavior of I/O request response
time can be divided into three cases as a function of the request size and
the stripe depth. First, if the request size is smaller than the stripe depth,
then the request is not striped. If the request size is larger than the stripe
depth, then the response time is a function of the transfer and controller
overhead times and on the serial overhead time. Finally, if the request size
is larger than the total stripe size, then the request will be serviced by













































Request size smaller than stripe depth
(Data is not striped)
Response time affected by stripe depth
(Area of Interest)
Request size larger than total stripe
(Multiple striped accesses)
Figure 4.9: Response time behavior as a function of request rate and request
size
I/O performance can be improved by striping files so I/O requests are
mapped to the center area in the figure. Moreover, we define the optimum
stripe depth for a given request size and rate, as the stripe depth that
minimizes the overall response time.
In §4.5 we have shown that a judicious choice of stripe depth will prevent
the disk system from becoming saturated. Finally, in §4.6, we have shown
that, given enough knowledge of an application’s I/O requests, it is possi-
ble to identify the average request rate and size, and iteratively determine
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an optimum stripe depth for a given number of disks. In the next chap-




There is no harm in repeating a good thing.
Plato (attrib.)
An application’s input/output behavior is determined by the I/O re-
quests it performs. Hence, we can write the total time tI/O spent by an







As was shown in Chapter 4, the response time treq depends on the stripe
depth q, and on parameters that are application-dependent, such as the
average request size l, the request type (read(), write(), lseek(), etc.),
the average request rate λ and the I/O access pattern type (sequential,
strided, random, etc.)
Given a file striped across several disks, it may be desirable for perfor-
mance reasons to restripe the file, that is, to store the file across the disks
using a different stripe depth. Restriping a file, then, involves reading the
file stored using a given stripe depth q and writing it back to disk using a
different stripe depth q′, the idea being that future I/O accesses to the file
will benefit from the restriping and that the restriping cost can be justified
by the future time savings due to this performance improvement.
If the system parameters listed in Table 4.1 are known, then the ana-
lytical model presented in chapter 4 can be used to determine if a different
stripe depth can be found such that the total application I/O time is min-









Making file restriping decisions requires evaluating all the terms in this
equation. To this extent, we must explore further the system’s behavior with
respect to its parameters, first considering the behavior of a single request
and then studying how I/O access patterns affect the optimum stripe depth.
5.1 Single Request Behavior
At the single request level, the relationship between request size l and
stripe depth q defines three cases. In the first case, if the request size is
smaller than the stripe depth (l < q), only one disk is involved in the request,
and the response time is dominated by the block transfer time, which, in
turn, is determined largely by the disk rotation time.
If the request size l is greater than the total amount of data that can be
striped in parallel over m disks using stripe depth q (l > mq), then an I/O
request will translate into more than one parallel access to the system; more
specifically, it can require, at most, d l+mq+1mq e parallel accesses. Assuming
that each parallel access takes time Rmax(q), the total response time Rtotal
will be d l+mq+1mq eRmax(q). If the file were to be restriped so that now a
request spans at most m disks, for example, by choosing a new stripe depth




new stripe depth trades performing only one parallel access per request for
longer sub-request service times, as now the amount of data stored on each
disk is larger.
Finally, if the request size falls in between these previous cases, (q <
l < mq), the derivation for the response time RMax presented previously
in Chapter 4 shows that the response time is a function of many factors.
On one hand, having a large stripe depth allows a parallel request to access
fewer disks, at the expense of a larger transfer time. On the other hand, a
small stripe depth means more disks are involved in the data transfer, and so
more time is spent in the fork-join synchronization, and less in transferring
the data.
Table 5.1 summarizes these three cases, showing the number of disks
involved in servicing a request and the expected request response time.
If we consider the system’s behavior when faced with several I/O re-
quests, a more complex picture emerges as I/O access patterns must be
taken into account. These cases will be explored in more detail in the fol-
lowing sections.
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Case Disks in Request Response Time
l < q 1 Rmax(l)
q < l < mq d lq e Rmax(q)
mq < l m d l+mq+1mq e Rmax(q)
Figure 5.1: Single request response time
5.1.1 Sequential I/O Accesses
For example, if the access pattern is sequential, the request rate is λ
and request size l is greater than the stripe depth q, it is possible to avoid
stalling I/O requests by choosing a new q′ appropriately. If we assume that
the data to be accessed is block-aligned, a single request will be serviced by
at most d lq e disks, so in the worst case only b
mq
l c requests can be serviced
by the m disks. To avoid stalls, the first request must have finished by the
time the first request for the next full stripe, that is, the bmql c+1-th request
is issued. This condition can be enforced by choosing a new stripe depth q′









This inequality illustrates the interplay of factors involved in choosing a
new stripe depth. For example, an increase in the request rate λ might cause
contention in the disk subsystem, leading to poor performance. Reducing
the stripe depth also decreases the response time RMax(q
′), but at the same
time it increases the numerator mq, so that ultimately the average request
size will determine the new stripe depth to be chosen.
On the other hand, if the access pattern is sequential and the request
size l is less than the stripe depth q, there will be several consecutive ac-
cesses queued at the same disk, so that this particular disk becomes an I/O
bottleneck. This can be avoided by choosing a new, smaller stripe depth q′
that is smaller than the request size l.
We will illustrate this via an example. Assume that a 16-block file is
striped across 4 disks with a stripe depth of 2 blocks, as shown in Figure 5.2.
Then, for a given request interarrival time, the time a disk takes to service
a request cannot be larger than the maximum response time, as is pictured





















Disk 2 Disk 3 Disk 4Disk 1
Figure 5.2: A 16-block file striped across 4 disks
Blocks 0,1
Blocks 2,3











Figure 5.3: Sequential I/O accesses
arrive before the current one has been fulfilled, and the new request will
stall.
5.1.2 Strided I/O Accesses
The situation is similar for a strided I/O access pattern. Let us assume
the application access pattern has request size l and a stride of sl blocks,
l < sl < mq.
First, we will look at the case where the request size l is greater than
the stripe depth q. Then, a single request will be serviced by at most
D = d l−1q e + 1 disks, and in the worst case only b
mq
sl c requests can be










Figure 5.4: Strided I/O accesses
To avoid I/O stalls, the first request must have been fulfilled by the time
the bms c + 1-th request is issued. We can make certain that is the case by









Secondly, we consider the case where the request size is smaller than the
stripe depth. We can distinguish two cases:
If the stripe depth q is less than the stride sl, consecutive strided requests
will access different disks, and each request will be serviced by only one disk.
If the request size is less than the stripe depth q and the stride sl is
also smaller than q, consecutive strided requests are effectively accessing
the same disk. Hence, these I/O requests will be serialized. In this case,
decreasing the stripe depth so that it is less than the stride sl will increase
performance by having consecutive strided requests distributed across two
or more disks, thus allowing them to proceed in parallel and alleviating the
load on the disks.
This last case is illustrated in Figure 5.4 for the example of Figure 5.2. It
can be seen that, as the stride increases, consecutive strided requests access
fewer and fewer disks, so that the request rate seen by any particular disk
effectively increases, and the maximum response time needed by the system
to avoid stalls will decrease. The worst-case behavior corresponds to a stride
equal to a multiple of the full stripe size, so that consecutive strided requests












Figure 5.5: Random I/O accesses
5.1.3 Random I/O Accesses
In the case of random access patterns, a viable strategy would be to
reduce disk contention by minimizing the possibility of consecutive requests
being serviced by the same disk. For example, if the requests are randomly
distributed across the file with a uniform probability distribution, then the
stripe depth q can be chosen to be equal to the request size l, so that any
one request is serviced by only one disk, and the chance of disk contention
with the next random request would be 1m .
Figure 5.5 illustrates this case. If a disk’s response time is larger that
the interarrival time, then the next request will stall with probability 1m .
The cost of this delay once every m disk requests must be weighted against
the advantages of using large stripe depths.
In summary, I/O access patterns also influence the choice of new stripe
depth. By identifying the access pattern and focusing on the relationship
between the average request size l and the current stripe depth q, it is
possible to constrain the range of values for the new stripe depth, as is
shown below in Table 5.6.
5.2 Restriping Breakeven Point
Once a new stripe depth q′ that improves I/O performance has been
found, we must determine if the benefits of restriping the file outweigh the
costs associated with the restriping itself. Given tI/O(q) and tI/O(q
′), that is,
the total time spent by an application performing input/output operations
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Access Type Condition Constraints for q′





Sequential l < q q′ < l





Strided l < q < sl q′ < l
Strided l < q, sl < q sl < q′
Random Uniform distribution q′ = l
Figure 5.6: Recommended stripe depths for different access patterns
on a file striped with stripe depths q and q′, respectively, and trestriping(q, q
′),
the time to restripe a file from stripe depth q to stripe depth q′, it is usually
the case that:
trestriping(q, q
′) > (tI/O(q)− tI/O(q
′))
That is to say, the cost of restriping a file is generally high, a situation
that precludes it being done frequently and/or for every file.
However, if we assume that the file will be accessed k times by an ap-
plication with the same access patterns, and if k is large enough, then the
costs of restriping can be amortized across all k accesses.
We define the breakeven point kbe as the number of times a particular
file must be accessed in a similar manner by a given application to make
restriping cost-effective, from a performance point of view. An approximate





Making file restriping decisions requires evaluating all the terms in this
equation. The total I/O times for both stripe depths can be estimated by
using the model presented in Chapter 4. Estimating the restriping time
trestriping depends on the algorithm used to restripe the actual data. Sec-
tion 5.3 presents a restriping algorithm that uses a List I/O API and con-
trasts it with a straightforward approach, while Section 5.4 introduces a
competitive online algorithm that can be used to determine when to re-
stripe a file.
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5.3 File Restriping using List I/O
As a first approximation, restriping a file can be performed by reading
the file in its entirety and writing it back to disk using a different stripe
depth. The cost of restriping the file in this manner is equivalent to the
cost of reading the file sequentially using stripe depth q and writing it using
stripe depth q′.
trestriping = tread file(q) + twrite file(q
′)
Depending on the actual disk subsystem configuration, there are other
approaches to restriping files that may make better use of system resources
and/or take less time. In this section we discuss an alternative scheme for
file restriping based on a corner-turning algorithm.
Figure 5.7 illustrates the restriping problem. Let us assume that a 16-
block file stored across 4 disks must be restriped using a 1-block stripe
depth.
13951
Stripe Depth = 1 Block
Disk 2Disk 1 Disk 3 Disk 4
Disk 4Disk 3Disk 2Disk 1
Stripe Depth = 4 Blocks
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Figure 5.7: Restriping a 16-block file
A straightforward approach to this problem would be to read the file
into memory by performing 4 4-block read requests, and then writing back
the blocks to disk. However, as blocks that are contiguous in memory will
not be written contiguously on the disks, it is necessary instead to perform
16 1-block write requests. This increase in the number of I/O operations
adds overhead to the restriping process.
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Alternatively, several file systems provide a List I/O API, that is, I/O
function calls that take as arguments a list of non-contiguous memory and/or
disk regions to be read and/or written. For example, PVFS provides the
pvfs read list() and pvfs write list() function calls, which allow users
to perform non-contiguous data transfers between disk and memory.
By using List I/O function calls, the previous restriping problem can be
solved by performing 4 4-block read requests, and 4 4-block non-contiguous
write requests. If it holds that performing one 4-block non-contiguous I/O
request is faster than making 4 1-block I/O requests, then there are perfor-
mance advantages to be gained by using a corner-turning algorithm for file
restriping.
5.3.1 A Corner Turning Algorithm for File Restriping
A corner turning algorithm for file restriping must take two cases into
account: the case when the new stripe depth is larger than the old stripe
depth, and the case when the new stripe depth is smaller than the old stripe
depth.
In the first case, PVFS’s List I/O function calls can be used to read sev-
eral blocks from each disk into memory. Then, PVFS’s normal I/O function
calls can be used to write several blocks sequentially from memory to the
disk. This is shown in Figure 5.8. The corner-turning algorithm performs 2
List I/O operations, each one of which reads 4 non-contiguous blocks, and
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Figure 5.8: File restriping, old stripe < new stripe
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In the second case, that is, if the old stripe depth is greater than the new
stripe depth, then several blocks are read sequentially from disk into mem-
ory using PVFS’s regular I/O library calls. Then, the pvfs write list()
function is used to write these blocks to the new file. Figure 5.9 shows this
process. The corner-turning algorithm performs 2 4-block contiguous reads
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Figure 5.9: File restriping, old stripe > new stripe
The alternative to using PVFS List I/O function calls is to use regular
PVFS I/O function calls instead, as shown in Fig. 5.10, which illustrates the
data transfers to be performed when the new stripe depth is smaller than
the original stripe depth. In this case, 2 4-block contiguous reads and 4
2-block contiguous writes are needed. If the new stripe depth is larger than
the original stripe depth, then 4 2-block contiguous reads and 2 4-block


















Figure 5.10: File restriping, no corner-turning
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The advantage of using the PVFS List I/O functions over the regular
I/O APU is that restriping a file would require fewer function calls, and
that executing one List I/O request is usually faster than executing several
smaller normal I/O requests. However, the performance gains depend on
the quality of the List I/O API implementation.
In chapter 9, we present a comparison of restriping times using both a
straight-forward algorithm and a corner-turning algorithm for two different
hardware setups.
5.4 Competitive Analysis of Adaptive Restriping
In this section, we present a competitive online algorithm for determining
when to restripe a file F , for the case when the optimum stripe depth qopt,
can take one of two possible values, depending on the application’s behavior.
This algorithm is a variant of the Delta algorithm described by Yellin in [93]
for the adaptive component problem.
Competitive analysis, a technique for comparing online algorithms, was
introduced by Sleator and Tarjan in [73]. An online algorithm, as opposed to
an oﬄine algorithm, is designed to receive its input data as the computation
proceeds. Competitive analysis evaluates online algorithms by comparing
the performance of an online algorithm to that of the best known oﬄine
algorithm [6,11,93].
In this study, we will limit the analysis to the case in which an application
A is executed k times, and each application execution accesses file F several
times. We will represent these multiple executions of application A by the
sequence α = e1, . . . , ek. We will consider for this analysis that file restriping
is performed between application executions.
Let O be an online algorithm that transforms the sequence α = e1, . . . , ek
into a new sequence α′ = g1, . . . , gl, k ≤ l, based only on the sequence of
application executions seen so far, that is, on the sequence e1, . . . , ei. For
this purpose of this analysis, we will assume that,after every application
execution, it is possible to estimate an optimum stripe depth qopt for file F ,
as described in Chapter 4. Furthermore, we assume that Costrestripe(q, qopt),
that is, the cost of restriping fileF from its current stripe depth q to the
optimum stripe depth qopt, can be estimated as well.
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Sequence α′ is generated by inserting restripe(qm−1, qm) operations into
the sequence α, where qm−1 is the current stripe depth, and qm is the new
stripe depth to be used. Thus, every element gi of the sequence α
′ is either an
application execution or a restriping operation. Also, we note that removing
the restriping operations from the sequence α′ produces the sequence α.
For any operation gj in the transformed sequence α
′, we say that the
stripe depth qi is active at gj if the closest restriping operation preceding gj
in the sequence α′ is of the form restripe(qi−1, qi), or if i is 1 and there is no
restripe() operation preceding gj .
We define CostOα as the cost of processing sequence α using the online
algorithm O. However, given that the result of this processing is, by defini-
tion, the sequence α′, we can write the cost CostOα as the sum of the costs






As was mentioned before, the j-th operation gj can be either an appli-
cation execution or a restriping operation. In the first case, the cost C(gj)
is equal to the cost of executing application A using whatever stripe depth
is active at the time. Else, the cost C(gj) is equal to Costrestripe(qi−1, qi),
where qi is the stripe depth active at gj .
Finally, let O∗ be an optimum online algorithm. Then, for any sequence





We say an online algorithm O is c-competitive if its worst-case behavior
can be bound to the cost of the optimum online algorithm by a factor of c.
That is to say, O is c-competitive if and only if, for any sequence α, there
exist constants c and d such that CostOα ≤ c Cost
O∗
α + d. The challenge,
then, is to find an online c-competitive algorithm for file restriping.
5.4.1 A 3-Competitive Online Algorithm for the
2-Stripe-Depth Problem
Competitive analysis of algorithms provides a way for comparing the per-
formance of online algorithms to that of the best known oﬄine algorithms.
In this section, we show a 3-competitive algorithm for a special case of the
adaptive restriping problem.
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Let us assume that, depending on the application’s inputs and the ex-
ecution environment, application A can present only two behaviors, which
are best serviced by stripe depths q1 and q2. We assume there is at least one
application execution e such that Cost(e, q1) < Cost(e, q2) and, likewise,
that there is at least one application execution e′ such that Cost(e′, q1) >
Cost(e′, q2). Otherwise, there would be at most one restripe() operation in
the α′ sequence and the adaptive problem is trivial.
Let Costrestripe(q1, q2) be the cost of restriping a file from stripe depth
q1 to stripe depth q2, and Costrestripe(q2, q1) the cost of restriping the file
from stripe depth q2 to stripe depth q1. Let Costrestripe be the sum of both,
that is to say, Costrestripe = Costrestripe(q1, q2) + Costrestripe(q2, q1).
Then, we propose a 3-competitive online algorithm that acts as follows:
Algorithm Assuming that stripe depth q1 is active, and the k-th execution
of algorithm A has just ended, file F should be restriped with stripe
depth q2 if there exists a j ≤ k such that
Cost((ej , . . . , ek), q2) + Costrestripe ≤ Cost((ej , . . . , ek), q1)
In other words, a competitive online algorithm for the adaptive restriping
problem would restripe the file whenever the additional cost incurred by
choosing a non-optimal stripe depth is greater or equal to the sum of the
restriping costs Costrestripe(q1, q2) + Costrestripe(q2, q1).
To characterize a competitive algorithm P as being c−competitive, we
must study the algorithm’s worst-case behavior. In this particular case,
we have that algorithm P’s performance is linked to how well it can track
application A, which can switch between two behaviors. The worst-case
scenario for algorithm P occurs when the application switches constantly
between these two behaviors, forcing P to restripe the file F many times.
In the following paragraphs, we will study the costs associated with these
multiple restripings in more detail.
Let P be any online algorithm and Q be its “adversary”, that is, an
algorithm that can control application A. Algorithm Q observes P and
tries to devise a worst-case sequence α on which P performs worse than
Q. For example, if P uses stripe depth qi exclusively, Q would devise a
sequence of application executions that is very costly when qi is active and
cheap when qj is active. Hence, any competitive algorithm will be forced to
switch between stripe depths so as to minimize the costs of performing the
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α sequence. But, if P changes stripe depths too often, the restriping costs
will dominate, while the adversary Q can keep one stripe depth active, avoid
the restriping costs and easily minimize the total costs.
The proposed online algorithm will restripe the file whenever it accumu-
lates Costrestripe more in cost than its adversary algorithm. Choosing any
value other than Costrestripe results in worse performance. Also, the per-
formance of this algorithm is no more than 3 times the performance of the
best oﬄine algorithm. The following paragraphs present an intuitive proof
of these statements.
Proof Let’s suppose that application A changes its behavior at time t0.
This change is detected and acted upon by the online algorithm P at
time tdelay. We will call Costdelay the cost incurred by the algorithm
during this interval. Now, we will compare the performance of the on-
line algorithm with the best known oﬄine algorithm, for the two possi-
ble cases: when Costdelay < Costrestripe and Costdelay > Costrestripe.
In the first case, let’s assume that the current executions of application A
benefit from using stripe depth q1, which is the stripe depth chosen by online
algorithm P. When the application behavior changes, making a restripe
operation necessary, algorithm P will incur in the additional cost Costdelay,
and then perform the restripe operation at a cost of Costrestripe(q1, q2). The
worst-case scenario calls for the application behavior to change then back to
using stripe depth q1 so as to force another restripe operation. Algorithm
P will again incur in an additional cost Costdelay, and then perform the
restripe back to stripe depth q1 at a cost of Costrestripe(q2, q1).
An oﬄine algorithm Q can balance the cost of not restriping (Costdelay),
which we have assumed is less than the cost of restriping from stripe depth
q1 to q2 and back (Costrestripe), and decide against restriping. Hence, the
performance penalty of the best oﬄine algorithm is Costdelay.
Figure 5.11 illustrates the behavior of the online and oﬄine algorithms
when Costdelay < Costrestripe.
From the figure, we see that the performance penalties of these algo-
rithms when Costdelay < Costrestripe are:
CostOﬄine = Costdelay















Figure 5.11: Online and oﬄine algorithm behavior, Costdelay < Costrestripe
In the second case, we assume Costdelay > Costrestripe. Again, let’s as-
sume that the current executions of application A benefit from using stripe
depth q1, which is the stripe depth chosen by online algorithm P. When ap-
plication A’s behavior changes so as to make a restripe operation necessary,
algorithm P will incur in the additional cost Costdelay, and then perform
the restripe operation at a cost of Costrestripe(q1, q2). The worst case behav-
ior corresponds to the application immediately changing its behavior again,
back to using stripe depth q1. Algorithm Pagain incurs in the additional
cost Costdelay, and then performs the restripe operation back to stripe depth
q1 at a cost of Costrestripe(q2, q1).
An oﬄine algorithm Q can balance the cost of not restriping (Costdelay),
which we have assumed is greater than the cost of restriping from stripe
depth q1 to q2 and back (Costrestripe), and decide to restripe the file twice.
But, as the oﬄine algorithm has complete advance knowledge of the appli-
cation, it can restripe the file the instant the application behavior changes.
Hence, there is no dela cost and the performance penalty of the best oﬄine
algorithm is just Costrestripe.
Figure 5.12 illustrates the behavior of the online and oﬄine algorithms
when Costdelay > Costrestripe.
From the figure, we see that the performance penalties of these algo-
rithms when Costrestripe < Costdelay are:
CostOﬄine = Costrestripe














Figure 5.12: Online algorithm behavior, Costrestripe < Costdelay
In summary, we have two cases:
Costdelay < Costrestripe : Costdelay < CostOnline < 3× Costrestripe
Costrestripe < Costdelay : Costrestripe < CostOnline < 3× Costdelay
If we choose Costdelay to be equal to Costrestripe, we have that, for both
these cases the following equation holds:
CostOﬄine < CostOnline < 3× CostOﬄine
Choosing Costdelay = Costrestripe means that the online algorithm P should
restripe file F as soon as the cost of not restriping when the behavior
of application A changes is equal to the cost of restriping Costrestripe =
Costrestripe(q1, q2) + Costrestripe(q2, q1). If this condition is met, then the
online algorithm described is 3-competitive.
5.5 Summary
In summary, in this chapter we have introduced the adaptive restriping
problem. In §5.1, we have explored how the relationship between the re-
quest size l and the stripe depth q and the overall I/O access pattern places
constraints on the range of good values for a new stripe depth q′ that im-
proves I/O performance. In §5.2 we introduced the concept of a Restriping
Breakeven Point (kbe), which is the number of times a file must be accessed
in a similar manner by a given application for restriping said file to be
cost-effective, and present a general formula for calculating kbe. Section 5.3
discusses how to do file restriping via a List I/O API, while §5.4 presents
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a 3-competitive online algorithm that can be used to determine when to do




In theory, there is no difference between theory and
practice. But, in practice, there is.
Jan L. A. van de Snepscheut
To assess the performance benefits of disk striping, we have tested the
PVFS infrastructure on three PC clusters: a 32-node Pentium III research
cluster, a larger 512-node Pentium III production cluster and a 66-node
dual-core Intel Xeon research cluster. We describe their main features in
section §6.1.
The experiments shown in this chapter involve static file striping con-
figurations only, and do not perform file restriping. These static striping
experiments are meant to provide us with an understanding of the issues
involved in striping files on the PVFS infrastructure for the particular mix
of hardware and software available.
6.1 Striping File System Testbed
Most of the development work was performed using the UIUC Pablo
Group Rhapsody cluster, which consists of 32 Dell Precision 620 PCs, all
running Red Hat Linux 8.0, kernel version 2.4.18 SMP. Each PC has two
Intel Xeon c© Pentium III processors running at 930 MHz, 1 GB of main
memory and three SCSI disks, connected through an Ultra2 SCSI adapter
with a peak bandwidth of 80 MB/s.
PVFS version 1.5.6 has been installed on this cluster, using one SCSI
disk per node for data storage. The data disks are Fujitsu MAG3182MP
units, with a capacity of 18.2 GB, and a spindle speed of 10025 RPM. Data
is transferred to and from the disk in block unit sizes of 4 KB. These are
constant-linear-velocity disks, divided into 14 zones, with the number of
sectors per track varying between 273 and 420. Assuming that the number
of sectors per track increases linearly, tracks would, on average, contain 346
sectors, or 173 KB. For simplicity, we assume that the amount of data per
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track is constant. If a better approximation to the average number of sectors
per track were needed, a SCSI probe tool such as the SCSI Disk Feature-
Extraction Facility of the Pablo Performance Analysis Environment can be
used [69].
The 32-node Pentium III cluster’s computers are connected via two net-
works: a 100 Mbps Fast Ethernet network and a Gigabit Ethernet network
connected via a 32 Gb switching fabric. Cluster file systems rely on a high-
performance network interconnect to deliver data from the storage servers to
the storage clients. Low network latencies and high bandwidths are required
to fully exploit the available disk parallelism. Thus, for our experiments we
have always chosen to use the fastest network available, which for this clus-
ter is the Gigabit Ethernet network. The performance of both the Fast
Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet networks is examined in §6.2.
The Pablo group 32-node Pentium III cluster is a typical example of
a small-scale research cluster. It is comparable to Adenine, Thymine and
Guanine, the clusters used at Clemson University for PVFS development
and maintenance. These clusters have 64, 32 and 32 nodes respectively,
each node being a dual-processor 1 GHz Pentium III processor.
The NCSA Platinum cluster was used for large-scale model validation
and scalability studies. It consists of 512 IBM e300 thin servers running Red
Hat Linux 7.2, kernel version 2.4.9 SMP, with large file support. Each PC
has two Intel Xeon c© Pentium III processors running at 1 GHz, 1.5 GB of
RAM and a local SCSI disk, connected through an Ultra160 SCSI adapter
with a peak bandwidth of 160 MB/s.
PVFS 1.5.6 has also been installed on this cluster, using the local SCSI
disks for data storage. These disks are not all the same model, but they are
sufficiently alike for this cluster to be considered homogeneous. All disks
are of size 18 GB, and most of them have a spindle speed of 7200 RPM,
but a few of them, probably replacement disks, are 10000 RPM disks. The
average track size across disks varies between 198 and 359 KB, the weighted
average being 217 KB.
The IBM cluster nodes are divided into three groups: 484 Compute
Nodes, 4 Access Nodes and 32 Storage Nodes, of which only 4 are currently
used as storage nodes, with the other 28 being used as compute nodes. The
compute nodes have 2 network interfaces: a 100 Mb/s Ethernet network
and a Myrinet 2000 network. The storage nodes are connected via Gigabit
Ethernet and Myrinet 2000. Finally, the access nodes are connected to
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Figure 6.1: A Myrinet 2000 Clos Network
the other nodes via 100 Mb/s Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet networks. In
summary, there are 512 nodes available for use in computations, all of them
linked by the Myrinet 2000 network. However, given that this is a heavily-
used production cluster, most of the experimental work presented here was
performed using only 128 nodes.
The Myrinet 2000 network supports high-speed data transfers across a
rearrangeable, full-bisection Clos network. A Clos network is a multi-stage
network using rectangular crossbars at all stages [20]. In a network with
equal number of inputs and outputs, the middle stage switches are square.
Each crossbar has one output connected to an input of each crossbar in the
following stage. Figure 6.1 shows a Myrinet Clos network for 128 hosts,
where each circle represents a 16-port Myrinet crossbar switch and each line
represents a full-duplex pair of Myrinet channels [53].
A Clos network is a three-stage network using rectangular crossbars at
all stages. In a network with equal number of inputs and outputs, the middle
stage switches are square. Each crossbar has one output connected to one
input of each crossbar in the following stage. Clos showed that if at least
2n − 1 crossbars are used in the middle stage, the network will be totally
non-blocking.
The Myrinet 2000 interfaces are capable of peak PCI data rates ap-
proaching the limits of the PCI bus, achieving 533 MB/s through a 64-bit,
66MHz PCI bus. However, the data rate to/from system memory will de-
pend upon the host’s memory and on the PCI bus implementation. In the
512-node cluster, the Myrinet network interface card in each PC connects
to a 16-port full-crossbar switch with a peak bisection data rate of 32 Gb/s.
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This provides a peak speed of 2 GB/s full-duplex through the fiber port.
The Myrinet 2000 network is accessed through the operating system’s
TCP/IP driver, which in turn uses a Myrinet device driver that emulates an
Ethernet network, This extra level of emulation via software adds overhead
to the communication process and prevents it from utilizing the network’s
full bandwidth.
The NCSA 512-node cluster is a representative example of a large-scale
production cluster. It became operational in May 2001, and at the time it
was the fastest Linux cluster in the world. It has a sustained performance
level of 594 gigaflops and a peak performance level of just over 1 teraflop.
In 2001, it was ranked 30 in the Top 500 list of supercomputers in the
world [81].
The RENCI Kitty Hawk computing cluster consists of 70 Dell PowerEdge
1955 blades, divided into 7 blade centers housing 10 blades each. Of these 70
nodes, one is dedicated to running and controlling the cluster and is referred
to as the service node, as it controls the batch scheduler, databases, etc.
Regular users are not allowed access to the service node. Another 3 nodes are
used exclusively as login/compile/submit nodes. These correspond to nodes
kh0, kh1 and kh2, respectively. The remaining 66 blades are used as compute
nodes compute-0-0 to compute-0-39, and compute-1-0 to compute-1-25.
The data disks are Fujitsu MAY2036RC units, with a capacity of 36.7
GB, and a spindle speed of 10025 RPM. Data is transferred to and from the
disk in block unit sizes of 4 KB.
The Kitty Hawk cluster has two interconnection networks: a Gigabit
Ethernet network, and an InfiniBand network. For the purposes of this
work, the Gigabit Ethernet network is used for PVFS traffic. The InfiniBand
network is used mainly for application MPI traffic.
Table 6.1 summarizes the principal characteristics of each cluster.
6.2 Network Experiments
The high-speed capabilities of the network connecting the nodes of a
cluster are a determining factor of the performance of a parallel file sys-
tem. Low bandwidth and high network latencies will hinder disk striping
parallelism. To assess the parallel file system performance, it is necessary to
evaluate the behavior of the network interconnect.
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Feature 32-node Dell 512-node IBM 66-node Dell
Nodes used 32 nodes 128 66
Processor Pentium III 930 Pentium III dual-core Xeon
Frequency 930 MHz 1 GHz 2.66 GHz
Memory 1 GB 1.5 GB 4 GB
O. S. Red Hat 8.0 Red Hat 7.2 ROCKS 4.2
Linux Kernel 2.4.18 SMP 2.4.9 SMP 2.6.9 SMP
File system PVFS 1.5.6 PVFS 1.5.6 PVFS 1.6.3
Network Gigabit Ethernet Myrinet 2000 Gigabit Ethernet
Disk capacity 18 GB 18 GB 36.7 GB
Disk RPM 10,000 7,200 10,000
Table 6.1: Cluster characteristics
To this extent, we have used the Netperf network benchmark suite [55],
version 2.2pl4. Netperf is a benchmark that can be used to measure the
performance of many different types of networking, such as TCP and UDP
via BSD sockets, Unix domain sockets and Fore ATM API. It provides
tests for both unidirectional throughput, and end-to-end latency. In the
experiments shown here, we have used the TCP socket benchmarks and
measured the TCP stream performance. The tests were run until the 99%
confidence level is achieved within 10% of the mean.
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the results of the TCP stream performance
test on the 32-node Pentium III research cluster for both interconnection
networks present in this cluster, that is, 100 Mb/s Fast Ethernet and 1
Gb/s Ethernet. This test measures the unidirectional stream performance
between two nodes as a function of both the message size and the size of the
TCP socket buffers.
From the figures, it is possible to reach over 90 Mb/s using the 100 Mb/s
Ethernet links, and around 600 Mb/s using Gigabit Ethernet. In the first
case, the maximum bandwidth is attained for message sizes greater than 64
bytes, while for Gigabit Ethernet, a message size of 1024 is needed. Also,
the Gigabit Ethernet results show that using a small socket size can limit
the attainable bandwidth in almost 20%. Thus, using large socket sizes is
recommended.
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the results of the TCP stream performance test
on the 512-node Pentium III production cluster, for both interconnection
networks present in this cluster that span the 484 compute nodes, that is,





















































Figure 6.3: Netperf TCP throughput, 32-node cluster, 1 Gb/s Ethernet
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Ethernet network spans only the storage nodes and the access nodes.
As seen in these figures, the TCP stream performance for 100 Mb/s
Ethernet is similar to the performance seen in the 32-node Pentium III
cluster for the same network, reaching a slightly higher peak performance.
Figure 6.5 shows that the attainable TCP throughput for the Myrinet 2000
network is highly dependent on the socket size. Large socket sizes (32 KB
and 56 KB) can reach a throughput of over 900 Mb/s, while using a small


























Figure 6.4: Netperf TCP throughput, 512-node cluster, 100 Mb/s Ethernet
Figure 6.6 shows the results of the Netperf TCP stream performance
test on the 66-node dual-core Xeon cluster when using the Gigabit Ethernet
network, as a function of message size and TCP socket buffer size. Version
2.4 of the Netperf network benchmark suite was used. The same TCP socket
size was used for both local and remote buffers. The tests were run until
the 99% confidence level was achieved within 10% of the mean.
From the figure, it can be seen that the 66-node Xeon cluster can make
efficient use of its Gigabit Ethernet network, reaching a TCP throughput of
941 Mb/s for a socket size of 64 KB and a message size of only 64 bytes.
Smaller socket sizes will add overhead to the data transfer, significantly low-























































Figure 6.6: Netperf TCP throughput, 66-node cluster, 1Gb/s Ethernet
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we see that the 66-node Xeon cluster can get a higher maximum throughput
from the Gigabit Ethernet network. This is mainly thanks to having more
powerful processors and better network routing equipment.
The Netperf benchmark suite also allows measuring end-to-end and
round-trip latencies via a message request/response test. This test mea-
sures the transactions that can complete in one second for given request
and response sizes. A transaction is defined as the exchange of a single re-
quest and a single response. For this test, we used the same message size
for both request and response, and varied the message size from 1 byte to
1 Megabyte. Each test was run until the 99% confidence level is achieved
within 10% of the mean. Figure 6.7 shows the transactions per second that
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Figure 6.7: Netperf request-response benchmark results
Figure 6.8 shows the results of executing the Netperf request-response
benchmark on the 66-node Xeon cluster using the Gigabit Ethernet network.
This test measures the transactions that can be completed in one second for
chosen request and response sizes that vary from 1 byte to 1 Megabyte. We
present curves for TCP socket sizes ranging from 8KB to 64KB.
Figure 6.8 shows that high TCP request-response transaction rates are
























Figure 6.8: Netperf request-response benchmark results, 66-node cluster
duces the TCP transaction rate, and makes it sensitive to TCP socket size.
6.3 PVFS Striping Performance
In this section, we study the performance of the PVFS file system with
the Linux ext2 file system on the 32-node development cluster. To this
purpose, we store a 1 GB file on a node’s local disk and access it sequentially
using regular Unix I/O system calls (read(), write(), etc) using 1 MB
requests. We then store the file on the same local disk using PVFS this
time, setting its parameters to a stripe width of 1, a 1 MB request size and
a stripe depth of 64 KB. Finally, we repeat the PVFS experiment, but now
storing the file on another node’s local disk, so any I/O access must travel
through the cluster’s Gigabit Ethernet network.
I/O Access ext2 Local PVFS Remote PVFS
Read 33.3 46.3 62.3
Write 35.7 37.0 42.3
Table 6.2: Time to access a 1 GB file, 32-node cluster
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Table 6.2 presents the corresponding times measured on the 32-node
Pentium III cluster. As expected, using the stock Linux ext2 file system is
faster than using PVFS. PVFS uses the underlying Unix file system opera-
tions to handle accessing the file stripes on each disk, but its data copying
and metadata handling introduces overhead, especially on file reads. This
overhead is greater if the data has to traverse the network, as shown in the
Remote PVFS column.
Table 6.2 illustrates an extreme case for PVFS, as all data is stored on
one disk, so effectively no striping is present. Nevertheless, as the same 1 GB
file is striped across several disks, the I/O performance improves and total
read and write times decrease. This is shown in Figure 6.9, which depicts
the time to access a 1 GB file sequentially as a function of the number of
nodes it is striped across, for the 32-node development cluster using Gigabit
Ethernet as the communications network. Again, the request size is 1 MB,
and the stripe depth was chosen as 64 KB. In this example, the program
was executed on a node that was not used as a PVFS storage node, so that
























Figure 6.9: Sequential I/O access time for 1 GB file, 32-node cluster
From the figure, we can see that striping files across several nodes using
PVFS gives a performance gain over storing the file on just one node using
the Unix file system if the file is striped across two or more nodes. This is
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true also for other stripe depths, as is shown in Figure 6.10. This figure shows
the time to read a 1 GB file stored using PVFS sequentially, as a function
























Figure 6.10: PVFS sequential striping performance, 1 GB file, 32-node clus-
ter
As can be seen in Figure 6.10, striping this 1 GB file across 2 or more
disks yields a reduction in sequential I/O read times, for stripe depths in
the range 16 KB to 1 MB. Results for sequential I/O write times are similar.
Also, we see that the fastest I/O read time is around 15 s., less than half
the time it takes to read the file using the ext2 file system.
We also study the performance of PVFS on the 66-node dual-core Xeon
cluster. Given the larger RAM of the dual-core nodes, we have chosen to
store an 4 GB file on a node’s local disk and then access it sequentially using
regular Unix I/O calls. Next, we store a 4 GB file locally using PVFS and
access it sequentially using PVFS library calls, setting PVFS parameters to a
stripe width of 1, a request size of 512 KB and a stripe size of 64 KB. Finally,
we store a 4 GB file on a remote node and repeat the previous experiment,
to assess the effect of the Gigabit Ethernet network. In all three cases, the
file is stored and accessed sequentially on only one disk, and the file cache
is flushed between runs. The corresponding average access times are shown
in Table 6.3.
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I/O Access Local disk Local PVFS Remote PVFS
Read 88.20 93.66 97.67
Write 92.73 94.58 97.94
Table 6.3: Time to access a 4 GB file, 66-node Xeon cluster
Table 6.3 shows that, in all three cases, sequential access times for read
and write operations are similar. This indicates that most of the time is
spent in I/O, and the effect of running PVFS locally on top of the stock
Linux file system is relatively low, as is the overhead of storing data on a
disk on a neighbouring node through the network. We now show how this
performance can be improved by striping the file across several disks.
Figure 6.11 shows the time needed to read and write a 4 GB file across
different number of dual-core Xeon nodes for stripe and request sizes of
1 MB. The graph shows that increasing the number of nodes reduces the
sequential access times for both reads and writes. However, as the number
of nodes increases, the advantages of striping decrease until a plateau is
reached. Also, we see that the fastest read time is around 30 s, about a




















In this chapter, we have introduced the striping file system testbed used
in this thesis. We have described the 32-node development cluster where
most of the experiments have been executed, the 512-node production clus-
ter used for scalability testing, a 66-node research cluster, and compared
their performance. In §6.2, we presented the results of executing Netperf, a
network performance benchmark on all three PC clusters. This benchmark
is used to measure network bandwidth and the number of request/response
transactions supported by the different networks present in the develop-
ment and production clusters. Finally, §6.3 shows the reduction in I/O
access times to be gained by striping large files across disks using PVFS as
opposed to storing these files in a single disk using the standard Linux file
system.
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7 Disk Striping Experiments
All models are wrong. Some models are useful.
George Box
In chapter 4 we introduced a simple analytical model of disk striping.
This model provides the basis for our self-tuning disk restriping system.
Therefore, it is desirable that this model represent the actual behavior of
disk striping with PVFS with reasonable accuracy. In this chapter, we
compare the results given by this model with actual measurements obtained
from the clusters described in §6.1.
To validate the analytical model of disk striping presented in Chapter 4,
we wrote a series of microbenchmark programs designed to stress the disk
system. These microbenchmarks allowed us to control the request size,
number of requests, request type, request interarrival time of the access
patterns, and the file striping parameters of PVFS. For efficiency purposes,
all programs used the PVFS I/O API described in §3.2.
In §7.1 we present the parameters used to model these clusters. In §7.2,
experiments on the 32-node Pentium III cluster are presented and compared
to the model estimates. In §7.3 we present striping experiments on the 512-
node Pentium III cluster and compare the observed striping behavior with
the model estimates.
7.1 Analytical Model Parameters
For the purposes of this validation, we have chosen to represent 32-node
and 512-node clusters through the system parameters shown in Table 7.1.
The disk parameters chosen for the 512-node cluster correspond to the pa-
rameters of the Seagate Barracuda 18XL, model ST318436, which was de-
termined through polling to be the most common local disk in the cluster.
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Parameter 32-node cluster 512-node cluster
Available nodes 32 128
Rotation time (ms) 5.98 8.33
Full-Stroke Seek Time (ms) 11 11
Average track size (KBytes) 173 213
Network setup time (ms) 20 16
Block size (KBytes) 4 4
Interface delay (ms/block) 0.05 0.04
Software overhead (ms) 0.5 0.5
Table 7.1: Modeling parameters
7.2 Experiments with the 32-node Cluster
On the 32-node cluster, we conducted several tests with varying request
arrival rates and stripe depths. The results are presented in Figures 7.2 and
7.4, which show the effects of different stripe depths and request sizes on
the response time, for request rates of 10 and 60 requests/s, respectively.
In these experiments, 32 nodes read a 1 GB file sequentially using differ-
ent request sizes, and the response time for each request was recorded. The
average response time for each request was calculated and plotted in the
vertical axis. One horizontal axis depicts the request size, which we varied
from 4 KB up to 4 MB, while the other axis shows the stripe depth, which
was changed incrementally from 4 KB up to 4 MB.
The results shown follow the distribution sketched in Figure 7.1. There
are two distinct behaviors, determined by the relationship between the re-
quest size and the stripe depth. If the stripe depth is smaller than the
request size, data is not striped but rather stored only on one disk. As
we have shown in §6.3, performance can usually be improved by striping
data across two or more disks. If the stripe size is larger than the request
size, then the correct choice of stripe depth has an important impact on the
overall response time.
In our experiments, we have intentionally limited the range of the request
size to be at most the stripe depth times the number of available nodes,
which in this case is 32. Choosing a larger request size would cause the














































Request size smaller than stripe depth
(Data is not striped)
Response time affected by stripe depth
(Area of Interest)
Request size larger than total stripe
(Multiple striped accesses)
Figure 7.1: Response time behavior
The modeling parameters shown in Table 7.1 were applied to the model
presented in Chapter 4 to get predicted response times for the same range
of request sizes and stripe depths. The response times for request rates of
10 and 60 requests/s are shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.5, respectively.
These figures show that the model can closely estimate the actual be-
havior for different striping parameters. The average difference between the
actual and predicted response times is 16% and 18% for request rates of 10
requests/s and 60 requests/s, respectively. These averages were computed
by comparing the deviations of the model output from the actual response
time for all data points. The maximum difference is 25% for Figure 7.3 and
29% for Figure 7.5.
7.3 Experiments with the 512-node Cluster
Similar model verification experiments were performed on the 512-node
Pentium III cluster. As explained in §6.1, this cluster is composed by com-
puters with a slightly faster CPU and slower disks linked by a faster network
(Myrinet 2000). These differences are reflected in the parameters chosen for
the model, as shown in Table 7.1. Given the scarcity of available time on
this production cluster, only 128 nodes were used for these experiments.
Figures 7.6 and 7.8 present the average response times measured for
this cluster, for average request rates of 10 requests/s and 60 request/s,
respectively. In these experiments, a 1 GB file is read sequentially using
request sizes that vary by powers of 2 from 4 KB up to 4 MB. The stripe








































































































































































































Figure 7.9: 512-node Pentium III cluster, predicted read response time, 60
requests/s
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From the figures, it can be seen that the response time behavior of the
512-node Pentium III cluster can also be characterized by the three areas
delineated in Figure 7.1. If the request size is larger than the stripe depth, a
request will be serviced by several disks, and the average response time will
increase with the request size. Likewise, if the request size is smaller than
the stripe depth, then a request will be serviced by at most two disks.
As was done for the 32-node cluster, the modeling parameters presented
in Table 7.1 for the 512-node cluster were used in the analytical model
presented in Chapter 4 to generate the predicted response times shown in
Figures 7.7 and 7.9.
The average difference between the actual and predicted response times
for the 512-node cluster are 16% and 19% for request rates of 10 requests/s
and 60 requests/s, respectively. The maximum differences measured are
27% for Figure 7.7 and 31% for Figure 7.9, respectively.
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, we validate the simple analytical striping model pre-
sented in Chapter 4. To this purpose, we run a series of microbenchmarks
that allow us to control the size and type of the requests, their frequency of
arrival, and also control a file’s striping layout.
In §7.2, we show the average response time behavior measured in the
32-node cluster when executing a microbenchmark that reads a 1 GB file
for a range of stripe depths and request sizes. We also present the response
time predicted by the striping model for the same range of variables.
In §7.3, for comparison purposes, we show the results of executing a
microbenchmark that reads a 1 GB file on the 512-node Pentium III cluster,
for the same range of stripe depths and request sizes.
The results presented in this chapter show that the analytical model
of Chapter 4 tracks the actual performance of the system with an average
relative error of under 20%. The maximum relative error measured was
around 30%.
As is shown in Chapter 8, the final goal of the analytical striping model
is to provide the file restriping infrastructure with an optimum stripe depth.
This optimum stripe depth is used to calculate the performance improve-
ment to be gained by restriping a file, for a particular series of requests,
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whose rates and sizes are in turn determined by the application. Even so,
the file should not be restriped unless the performance improvements are
substantial. That is to say, small imprecisions in the striping model will
not affect significantly the decision to restripe a file. We contend that the




Everything should be built top-down, except the first
time.
Alan J. Perlis
Building a self-tuning file system calls for algorithms that monitor what
the application is doing and then adjust the file system’s behavior appropri-
ately. In this work, we propose to explore self-tuning file systems by means
of a file restriping testbed based on the PVFS striping file system. We have
designed and implemented a prototype as additions and enhancements to
the PVFS striping file system.
Figure 8.1 shows a high-level view of our software architecture. The
Parallel Virtual File System provides the storage framework for applications,
allowing large files to be striped across disks accessed through the network.
All I/O accesses to the files stored in PVFS are monitored and logged. A
clustering daemon periodically reads these log files and extracts I/O access
data from them. This data is clustered on a global and per-file basis. The
resulting clusters are used to represent how the application accesses the
files. From this description, an optimum per-file stripe depth is calculated.
Given this stripe depth and data on the application’s behavior, a restriping
module decides whether to restripe the file, and if necessary, proceeds with
the restriping operation. A default global stripe depth is also calculated,
which is used as the initial stripe depth for new files.
In this chapter, we describe in more detail the file restriping infrastruc-
ture delineated above.
8.1 I/O Access Data Logging
To know the overall workload characteristics, it is necessary to gather
input/output data from all applications accessing files stored in the PVFS
subtree. This is done by modifying the user-level PVFS library described
in Chapter 3 to log all I/O accesses. For every I/O access to a file in the
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Figure 8.1: Self-tuning file system framework
PVFS file system, its duration, type (read(), write(), etc.), request size
and inter-arrival time are recorded to a file. The PVFS file name and the
name of the process accessing the file are also recorded. These log files are
stored in a user-specified directory and are later read by a daemon that
periodically clusters the data contained therein.
Capturing I/O access data necessarily introduces overhead. To assess
this overhead, we evaluated the time spent writing to the log files. From our
measurements, it takes approximately 0.2 ms to append an entry to a log
file. This value compares favorably with the 10 ms average network setup
time and the 3 ms average rotational latency used in the striping model. In
our experiments, the log data was written to files stored on a separate disk,
which was not used as a PVFS storage device, to minimize the effects on
the application.
8.1.1 I/O Data Clustering
The performance of a self-tuning file system will necessarily depend on
the applications that make use of its services. Knowledge of their behavior
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allows the file system to react quickly and accurately to changes in the
applications’ I/O requests. The alternative is to build a file system tuned for
a limited set of possible application behaviors, which might not be adequate
if applications change over time.
Given the large number of I/O accesses a typical application usually
performs during an execution, we have chosen to characterize application
I/O behavior via a data reduction technique based on clustering. The I/O
requests made by a particular application are classified according to their
request size, type, duration and interarrival time. These request parame-
ters are normalized and mapped onto a multidimensional space. Then, the
clustering procedure agglutinates these data points into a small number of
clusters, so that similar I/O accesses will be located close to each other and
will be grouped together into the same cluster.
The end product of the clustering stage is a representation of the ap-
plication’s I/O behavior as a list of clusters in this multidimensional space.
The number of clusters obtained and their overall shape and parameters can
be seen as information about I/O access patterns, such as the most common
overall request size, per-file read and write byte count, etc. Subsequent ap-
plication executions will see their access data merged with the existing data,
so that the existing clusters may grow, split or disappear altogether.
The clustering module itself consists on a user-level daemon that peri-
odically gathers all I/O data from the log files and clusters it. I/O data
clustering is performed both globally, that is, using all available data, and
on a per-file/per-process basis.
To avoid performing unnecessary work, the clustering module first com-
pares the new data with the existing data clusters, and only reclusters data
that is significantly different from the existing data clusters. A tunable pa-
rameter defines how many new data points must fall outside the existing
clusters for the clustering process to be restarted using all available data
points. If this threshold is not reached, then the new data points are added
to the existing clusters, and the clusters’ parameters are adjusted accord-
ingly.
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8.1.2 Default Global Stripe Depth and Optimum Per-File
Stripe Depth
The framework presented here is based upon the assumption that, by
studying past accesses to a file, it is possible to derive an optimal stripe
depth for future accesses, provided that application behavior with respect
to the file remains similar.
In effect, many parallel applications access a small set of files during a
run. Usually, at startup time configuration files are read, temporary files
and/or checkpointing files are generated during the application’s execution,
and finally results are written upon program termination. When executed
again, the application might reuse some files, either by appending data to
them or by rewriting them altogether. In particular, checkpointing and
temporary files are usually recreated every successful application execution.
We use the I/O access pattern information derived from clustering the
I/O data as a representation for the application’s behavior. By applying the
analytic model presented in Chapter 4, it is possible to calculate a stripe
depth that would minimize the overall response time for a particular file and
application combination. This stripe depth will be applied next time this
particular file is created by this application. For this purpose, we keep a
table of recently accessed files with their optimum stripe depth, estimated
based on past accesses.
Likewise, by considering all available I/O data, an overall optimum stripe
depth can be estimated. Moreover, we assume that future I/O traffic will be
similar to past I/O traffic, and set this global stripe depth to be the default
value for future file creation. Thus, if a file is created for which no I/O access
history exists, we assume that its usage will follow the overall I/O patterns
seen so far, and the default global stripe depth is used.
8.1.3 File Restriping
Restriping an existing file is done by reading the file and writing its
data to a new file using different striping parameters, and then updating
the manager daemon’s internal file list so that subsequent requests for the
original file are redirected instead to the restriped file.
There is usually a high cost associated with file restriping, and this cost
can be estimated by using the simple analytic model of Chapter 5 with
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the I/O access data given by the clustering module. We contend that the
file restriping cost can be amortized if the application is run a large enough
number of times. By examining the I/O access data, it is possible to estimate
the breakeven point kbe, that is, how many times the application should be
run for the restriping to be cost-effective. With these figures in hand, a
decision to restripe the file can be made based on the number of times the
application has been run to date.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, a file’s striping parameters are defined at
file creation time and cannot be modified later. Files created using the de-
fault stripe depth might be later shown to improve their I/O performance
if they had been created using a different stripe depth. Thus, an algorithm
for changing the stripe depth of an existing file will help improve I/O per-
formance even further. However, this simple parameter change cannot be
performed unless the application deletes and re-creates the file.
8.2 Summary
In this chapter, we have described the restriping infrastructure we have
built for this thesis. This infrastructure is based on the PVFS striping file
system framework, which has been modified to allow I/O access data log-
ging and file restriping. Additionally, a data clustering module has been
added. This module reads the I/O access data logs and clusters the data.
The resulting clusters serve as a representation of an application’s behav-
ior. Information from these clusters are used to calculate a stripe depth
that minimizes overall response time on a global and a per-file/per-process
basis. Then, the cost of restriping a file can be estimated, as well as the
performance advantages of doing so, as described in Chapter 5.
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9 Disk Restriping Experiments
In God we trust, all others must show data
Anonymous
In Chapter 5, we presented two algorithms for file restriping. First,
a straightforward restriping algorithm that reads a full disk stripe in its
entirety from disk to memory, and then writes these blocks from memory
back to disk using a new stripe depth. If a file is striped across m disks
with stripe depth q, then a disk stripe corresponds to the mq consecutive
disk blocks of the file that can be requested at the same time. Then, we
presented a restriping algorithm based on corner-turning that makes use of
PVFS’s list I/O function calls. In this chapter, we compare the performance
of these two alternative methods of restriping a file.
For this purpose, we implemented both restriping algorithms and used
them to restripe a 4 GB file that is striped across 32 nodes on both the
32-node and the 512-node Pentium III clusters. We have repeated this
experiment for different values of the original stripe depth, and for new
stripe depths of 64 KB, 256 KB and 1 MB, respectively. We limited m, the
number of nodes a file is striped across, to 32 to make a fair comparison
between these two systems.
Figure 9.1 shows the restriping times obtained when restriping a 4 GB
file on the 32-node Pentium III cluster using the straightforward restriping
algorithm described in §5.3 and pictured in Figure 5.10. The figure shows
results for new stripe depths of 64 KB, 256 KB and 1 MB.
As can be seen in the figure, the time required to restripe this file is
mostly determined by the original stripe depth. The restriping time de-
creases as the old stripe depth increases. However, as the old stripe depth
grows past 1 MB, the restriping time increases slightly.
Figure 9.2 shows the restriping times for restriping the same 4 GB file
on the 32-node cluster measured for the corner-turning algorithm shown in

























Figure 9.1: Restriping time, 32-node cluster, no corner-turning
depths are 64 KB, 256 KB and 1 MB, respectively.
As the figure shows, in the corner-turning algorithm case, the new stripe
depth has a significant influence in the restriping time. There are two cases
to consider when analyzing the behavior of the corner-turning algorithm, as
described in chapter 5.
The first case happens when the old stripe depth is smaller than the
new stripe depth. In this case, the file will be read using a PVFS list
I/O pvfs read list() system call, and written using a Unix I/O write()
system call. In the second case, the old stripe depth is larger than the new
stripe depth. Then, the file will be read using a normal Unix I/O read()
system call, and written using a PVFS list I/O pvfs write list() system
call. The corner-turning algorithm is designed so that how much data is
read into memory is a function of the new stripe depth. Thus, the amount
of data read or written using the PVFS list I/O is constant for a given
new stripe depth and the two cases mentioned appear in Figure 9.2 as two
plateaux present in each curve.
Furthermore, a detailed examination of the experimental results shows
that the PVFS list I/O pvfs write list() system call is slower than the
corresponding pvfs read list() call. Therefore, the first plateau in the

























Figure 9.2: Restriping time, 32-node cluster, corner-turning
Figure 9.3 compares the restriping times measured with both restriping
algorithms. As these figures show, the corner-turning algorithm usually
performs better than the straightforward restriping algorithm in this cases
where the old stripe depth is smaller than the new stripe depth. As the
new stripe depth increases, so does the crossover point where it is more
cost-effective to use a straightforward restriping algorithm.
Figures 9.4 and 9.5 show the time to restripe a 4 GB file on the 512-node
Pentium III cluster, for a range of old and new stripe depths, when using
the straightforward restriping algorithm and the corner-turning algorithm
described in Chapter 5.
It can be seen in Figure 9.4 that, for the straightforward restriping algo-
rithm, the restriping time decreases as the old stripe depth increases. In this
algorithm, a full disk stripe (m nodes times q blocks) is read sequentially
from disk to memory. As the old stripe depth increases, so does the size of
the disk stripe.
This can be explained by noticing that, given a file of size z striped with
stripe depth qr across m disks, the time to read the file sequentially a full
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If the stripe depth qr increases, average response time Rmax(qr) will
increase, but the fraction zmq decreases. In other words, even though each
parallel read operation may take longer, reading the entire file sequentially
requires less read operations.
The restriping time also decreases when a file is restriped to a large new
stripe depth, such as 1 MB. The argument in this case is similar. Given a
file of size z striped with stripe depth qr across m disks to be restriped using
stripe depth qw, the time to write the file sequentially using stripe depth qw





If the stripe depth qw increases, average response time Rmax(qw) will
increase, but the fraction zmqw decreases. So, even though each parallel
write operation may take longer, writing the file sequentially takes less time
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Figure 9.5: Restriping time, 512-node cluster (32 nodes used), corner-
turning
Figure 9.5 shows restriping times for the corner-turning algorithm pre-
viously described.
Again, the restriping times shown reflect the two cases mentioned before.
If the old stripe depth is smaller than the new stripe depth, then the file is
read using the PVFS List I/O pvfs read list() system call, and written
using normal Unix I/O write() system calls. If, however, the old stripe
depth ls larger than the new stripe depth, then the file is read using the
normal Unix I/O read() system call, and written using the PVFS List I/O
pvfs write list() system call.
Furthermore, the corner-turning algorithm’s behavior is independent of
the old stripe depth. This agrees with the design of the corner-turning
algorithm, where the amount of data transferred using the PVFS List I/O
system calls is determined mainly by the size of the new stripe depth.
Figure 9.6 compares the restriping times measured with both restriping
algorithms. As these figures show, the straightforward non-corner-turning
algorithm yields lower restriping times in most cases. The corner-turning
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Figure 9.6: Restriping time, 512-node cluster (only 32 nodes used)
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Finally, Figure 9.7 compares the restriping times measured on the 512-
node Pentium III cluster when 32 nodes and 128 nodes are used. From the
graph, it is evident that the behavior in both cases is very similar, and that
increasing the number of nodes adds an overhead factor to the restriping
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No Corner-turning, 128 nodes
Corner-turning, 32 nodes
Corner-turning, 128 nodes
Figure 9.7: Restriping time, 512-node cluster, new stripe depth = 256 KB
9.1 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented experimental results for restriping files
using two different algorithms, a straightforward algorithm and an corner-
turning algorithm. These results show that the corner-turning algorithm is
a viable alternative only for files being restriped from a small original stripe
depth to a very large stripe depth.
From the discussion on non-contiguous I/O in §3.4, one of the advantages
of using list I/O system calls is that they reduce the number of I/O requests
necessary to service non-contiguous I/O requests. In this particular case, the
corner-turning algorithm is converting a series of sequential I/O requests into
one single request for non-contiguous I/O. From Figures 9.3 and 9.6, we see
that the reduction in the number of I/O requests is offset by the costs of the
non-contiguous I/O system calls.
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10 Experiments with Scientific
Applications
I really like to experiment. That’s the only way I can
work. It’s instinctive.
F. Murray Abraham
We have performed experiments with several scientific applications, such
as theWaveToy application of the Cactus code, which provides a framework
for the study of 3-D numerical relativity; the sPPM gas dynamics code, part
of the ASCI benchmark suite, and the Montage Astronomical Image Mosaic
Engine. In this chapter, we describe the applications, and present results of
restriping files to improve their performance.
10.1 The Cactus Computational Science
Framework
Cactus is an open source problem solving environment designed for sci-
entists and engineers [1, 14]. The name Cactus comes from the design of a
central core (or ”flesh”) which connects to application modules (or ”thorns”)
through an extensible interface. Thorns can implement custom developed
scientific or engineering applications, such as computational fluid dynam-
ics, numerical relativity and computational biology. Other thorns from a
standard computational toolkit provide a range of computational capabili-
ties, such as parallel I/O, MPI communication, data distribution, or check-
pointing. Cactus provides easy access to many software technologies being
developed in the academic research community, including the Globus Meta-
computing Toolkit, HDF5 parallel file I/O, the PETSc scientific library,
adaptive mesh refinement, web interfaces, and advanced visualization tools.
Figure 10.1 schematizes this thorn architecture.
Cactus is a complete framework solution to scientific modeling. It ad-
dresses the issue of differences between FORTRAN and C with a common
interface and provides a development environment and a runtime environ-
ment, including a scheduler, for the modules. It also provides a means to
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Figure 10.1: The Cactus computational science framework
inspect running code.
Cactus provides several output thorns, allowing an application’s output
to be generated using different output formats, such as the Hierarchical Data
Format (HDF), JPEG images, ASCII files and the FlexIO format. We have
chosen to use this last format, because of its applicability to the application.
FlexIO is a compact API for storing multidimensional scientific data,
designed to hide the differences between underlying file formats including
HDF-SDS, IEEEIO, and network socket connections, so that programmers
can use exactly the same subroutine/method calls to store their data re-
gardless of the underlying file format.
A FlexIO file stores a sequence of multidimensional arrays which are re-
ferred to generically as datasets. The dimensions and datatype are stored
with each dataset so that the data is completely self-describing. A set of
higher level APIs sit on top of FlexIO which permit simplified access to com-
plex datastructures like Finite-Element, Adaptive Mesh Refinement, and
Unigrid datastructures. In addition the MPIO interface provides access to
parallel IO for MPI codes.
The WaveToy application belongs to the CactusWave thorn. It imple-
ments a simulation of the 3D scalar field produced by two orbiting sources.
The solution is found by finite differencing a hyperbolic partial differential
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equation for the scalar field. This is a very simple application: however, it
is representative of a large class of more complex problems, including Ein-
stein’s equations, Maxwell’s equations, or the Navier-Stokes equations. It is
commonly used for demonstrations as the simulation is not computationally
intensive, is very robust, has simple parameter choices, and has reasonable
graphics.
WaveToy, as most other Cactus applications, generates multidimen-
sional data sets as log files, and also writes checkpointing file periodically.
These operations require substantial input/output bandwidth. In this chap-
ter, we show that WaveToy performance benefits from a stripe depth tai-
lored to its particular requirements. Other Cactus applications will also be
studied to determine the possible benefits a self-tuning striping system can
offer them.
10.1.1 WaveToy I/O Clustering
As mentioned before, an application’s I/O behavior is defined by the
aggregation of I/O requests that it performs. Our current approach relies
on instrumenting the PVFS library so as to capture critical information
about I/O requests and storing it in files for later processing. This data is
later read and a clustering algorithm executed so as to detect patterns of
similar I/O accesses.
By clustering the data, it is possible to generalize about application I/O
behavior within an application, between different runs of a same applica-
tion, as well as between different applications. Even though the I/O access
patterns of an application are usually not regular nor easily predictable, it is
usually the case that they remain similar between runs of the same applica-
tion. If that is the case, then we must expect the initial clustering process to
be expensive, and also expect subsequent application access patterns to fall
roughly into the same clusters already detected. Thus, the cost of clustering
the data will be amortized across successive application runs. However, if
new data that doesn’t fall into the existing clusters is captured, this might
signal that the application has entered a different operational regime, or
that a new application is being executed. In this case, the next clustering
process might take a long time, but again, its cost might be amortized over
successive application runs.
We have performed experiments using the WaveToy application, which
is based on the Cactus code [1]. The Cactus Code is an modular open-source
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problem-solving environment designed for solving physics and engineering
numerical problems.
Figure 10.2 shows the results of clustering the write accesses performed
to the phi 3d.ieee output file during one run of the Cactus WaveToy appli-
cation, which calculates the 3D scalar field produced by two orbiting sources





























Figure 10.2: I/O Data Clustering, Cactus WaveToy Writes
As can be seen in the figure, the clustering process divides the available






Table 10.1: Cluster distribution
Clustering application I/O data allows us to handle gracefully variations
in application behavior. Even when subject to the same input parameters,
successive application runs will result in I/O accesses that may be similar,
but are never exactly the same. By comparing the new I/O data with the
clusters generated by previous runs, it is possible to determine if the appli-
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cation is behaving similarly to other executions, or if it has entered a new
operating mode, due to changes in its inputs or its execution environment.
The Cactus WaveToy application generates large output files whose size
is determined by the size of the finite difference grid and by the number
of iterations to be performed. A performance advantage may be gained by
striping these output files across several disks using a stripe depth that allows
the full utilization of the system’s capabilities. Choosing this optimal stripe
depth requires thorough knowledge of both application and I/O subsystem
behavior.
By monitoring WaveToy’s I/O access patterns and clustering it, the
scheme presented determines that high performance would be obtained if
the stripe depth were to be set to 68KB. To validate this result, we have
performed WaveToy runs with different stripe depths. These results are















Figure 10.3: Total Execution Time, Cactus WaveToy, grid size = 50
It can be observed that the fastest times occur for stripe depths between
64KB and 128KB, which confirms our previous result. Moreover, changing
the stripe depth from, say, 2KB to 64KB would result in an 11% reduction
in total execution time. Considering that there is no associated restriping
cost (no output data reuse), it is clear that just a few application runs with
a 64KB stripe depth can result in time savings large enough to amortize the
cost of clustering the data and calculating the optimal stripe depth.
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10.2 The ASCI sPPM Benchmark Code
The ASCI Simplified Piecewise Parabolic Method code (sPPM) is part
of the Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative (ASCI) benchmark suite,
which was designed to measure the execution performance and compiler ca-
pabilities of parallel computer systems. Each of the benchmark programs
represents a particular subset and/or characteristic of the expected ASCI
workload, which consists of solving complex scientific problems using a va-
riety of state-of-the-art computational techniques [4].
The sPPM benchmark solves a 3D gas dynamics problem on a uniform
Cartesian mesh, using a simplified version of the Piecewise Parabolic Method
(PPM) code. The benchmark is designed to simultaneously exploit explicit
threads for multiprocessing shared memory parallelism and domain decom-
position with message passing for distributed parallelism [76].
The code is written in FORTRAN and C, with all the I/O routines writ-
ten in C. It simulates the propagation of a shock through a gas with a den-
sity discontinuity in a three-dimensional space, which is divided into several
equal-sized areas, each one of which is processed by one processor thread.
All processors in a given execution present the same I/O access patterns,
and read and write their own files simultaneously instead of routing all disk
requests through a primary node. Each processor follows a sequential access
pattern using varying request sizes, which goes through several phases: first,
each processor optionally reads an existing checkpoint file, which stores the
state of a previous program execution. Then, the application executes for
a given number of timesteps, as indicated in a configuration file. During
this phase, the application can write image files to disk, both in “brick of
bytes” and compressed formats, which give the user a snapshot of the shock
wave propagation. Finally, each node can periodically store its state in a
checkpoint file.
All sPPM processing and input/output routines are instrumented at the
source level, and total time executions are printed to standard output by
Node 0. Also, every node can print its own timing information to its own
output file.
We have modified the sPPM I/O code to use PVFS library calls, and
executed the application on the dual-core Xeon cluster using 64 nodes, in a
a 4x4x4 cube configuration, where each processor solves a 192x192x192 job,
executed for 20 timesteps. All data output is stored in a common PVFS
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partition, striped across 64 nodes. Threading is done using OpenMP, and
node message passing is done via MPI, with image files and compressed
image dumps written halfway through the execution, and checkpoint files
generation in the final timestep. This determines a total problem size of
768x768x768, with each node writing D, S and V image files for a total
size of 20.25 MB, a 67.5 MB compressed file dump and a 157.2 MB restart
file. Running sPPM with these parameters on 64 nodes generates a total of
15965 MB of data, all of which is stored to a common directory.
Given that all processors present similar I/O access patterns, in the
following graphs we show the behavior of a single processor, and illustrate
its write accesses for all three file types.
As mentioned before, the processor writes image data sequentially to 3
files, performing 12 writes of size 576 KB each. Figure 10.4 shows these
accesses’ request duration and inter-arrival intervals. All 36 accesses are
























Figure 10.4: sPPM I/O access patterns, image files
Each processor running sPPM can also optionally write a 67.5 MB com-
pressed image file. Most I/O writes are small, one third of them are only 16
bytes long, while the remaining two-thirds are 72 KB in size. Figure 10.5
shows the results of clustering these I/O write accesses. Only one cluster is
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found by the clustering subsystem, which encompasses most of the accesses































Figure 10.5: sPPM I/O access patterns, compressed files
Finally, each processor writes a 157 MB checkpoint file to disk. After the
first few file header writes which are less than 1 KB in size, the rest of the
file is written in large blocks of around 8 MB. Consequently, the clustering
process finds only one relevant cluster in the I/O access patterns, which is
shown in figure 10.6.
Executing sPPM as described above across 64 nodes, yields an aggregate
I/O time of 7.4 s for all image file writes, 29.7 s for all compressed file writes
and 57.6 s for all restart file writes. The total I/O time for all 64 processors
is 94.7 s. This I/O time can be explained by noting that all 64 nodes are
writing all their files (15 GB of data) to a single disk on one node across
the network via NFS, and are being stored using the node’s local Linux file
system, which in turn transfers data between disk and memory using 4 KB
blocks.
Given this data, the model proposes a stripe size of 400 KB for the image
files, a stripe size of 64 KB for the compressed image size and a stripe size






















Figure 10.6: sPPM I/O access patterns, checkpoint files
To test these results, we executed sPPM across 64 nodes over PVFS, and
varied the stripe sizes for all three file types. The total aggregate I/O time
across all 64 nodes for each file type is shown in Figure 10.7. Also shown in
this figure is the total aggregate I/O time for the case in which all files use
the same stripe size.
From the figure, it can be seen that a significant reduction in I/O time
can be achieved by striping data appropriately across several disks. From
the data shown, the best stripe sizes for image files, compressed files and
restart files are 64 KB, 256 KB, and 128 KB, respectively. Choosing a
uniform stripe size of 32 KB for all file types reduces the total aggregate
I/O time to 7.43 seconds, less than 10% of the I/O time measured when not
using PVFS and storing files across the network using NFS.
Studying a single node’s I/O behavior, our measurements show that,
when the proposed stripe sizes are used, I/O writes to the image files take
up 0.28 s, writing the compressed file takes 2.86 s and even though the
restart file is the largest, I/O writes for this file take only 1.67 s. This can
be explained in part by the large request sizes seen for the image and restart
file writes, which benefit from using a large data transfer size. Also, storing
data across 64 nodes instead of in a local file system via NFS alleviates the



























Figure 10.7: sPPM I/O times
10.3 The Montage Astronomical Image Mosaic
Engine
The Montage Astronomical Image Mosaic Engine is an scalable portable
toolkit used by astronomers to assemble multiple astronomical images into
a mosaic image as if they all shared a common coordinate system, projec-
tion, brightness and/or background. Montage is organized as a collection of
independent modules for analyzing the geometry of sky images, and for cre-
ating and managing image mosaics. Montage is written in ANSI-compliant
C, is portable, scalable and has been tested on machines running Linux,
Solaris and Mac OS X [36]. Montage is funded by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration’s Earth Science Technology Office, Computation
Technologies Project, under Cooperative Agreement Number NCC5-626 be-
tween NASA and the California Institute of Technology, and is maintained
by the NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive.
There are four major steps in the production of an image mosaic:
• Discovery of the input image geometry from the information in the
input FITS files and output mosaic geometry calculation.
• Reprojection of input images to a common spatial scale and coordinate
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system through WCS projection and image rotation.
• Input image background radiation modeling to achieve common flux
scales and background levels across the mosaics.
• Co-addition of the re-projected, background-corrected images into the
final mosaic image.
Montage implements each of these steps as independent, separate mod-
ules that operate on files that follow the Flexible Image Transport System
(FITS) format. FITS was developed as a standard data interchange for-
mat between astronomical observatories and has become the standard data
format for most astronomical data analysis software packages. A major
feature of the FITS format is that image metadata is stored in a human
readable ASCII header. Each FITS file consists of one or more headers
containing ASCII card images (80 character fixed-length strings) that carry
keyword/value pairs, interleaved between data blocks. The keyword/value
pairs provide information such as size, origin, coordinates, binary data for-
mat, free-form comments and history of the data. Each header must be an
exact multiple of 2880 bytes.
Montage accesses FITS files through the CFITSIO library, a machine-
independent library of I/O routines written in ANSI C, which provides a
powerful yet simple interface for accessing FITS files. CFITSIO also includes
a set of wrapper routines so programs written in FORTRAN can call the
CFITSIO routines.
10.3.1 Montage Process Flow
Montage builds an image mosaic by the execution of separate modules for
image reprojection, background rectification, and coaddition. Figure 10.8
documents the image mosaic process workflow [52].
The first step is to generate an output image metadata table describing
the raw image files using the mImgtbl program, which reads the input files’
FITS headers and writes a small file summarizing these headers. This step
usually takes a few seconds.
Next, each image is reprojected using the information in this metadata
table by executing the mProjExec application, which implements two algo-
rithms: mProjectPP, a fast reprojection algorithm for images in the same
tangent-plane, and mProject, a more general reprojection algorithm that
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Figure 10.8: Montage Process Flow
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can be as much as 20 times slower than mProjectPP [52]. This step can
take several minutes and may be speeded up by using MPI to parallelize im-
age reprojection. After the reprojected images are created, a new metadata
table for the reprojected images is created using the mImgtbl application.
The mAdd module reads the reprojected metadata table and generates a
new FITS file containing the image mosaic. Finally, the mJPEG application
can read the final mosaic and from it generate a grayscale JPEG image file.
The resulting mosaic will reflect any discrepancies in overlap, brightness
and/or background present in the original images. Therefore, Montage pro-
vides a series of applications to match these images and adjust them to com-
pensate for these discrepancies. For example, Montage determines the areas
of overlap between each image and its neighbors through the mOverlaps ap-
plication, which uses a complete set of overlap pixels in a least-square fit to
determine how each image should de adjusted. Then, mDiffExec creates a
set of difference images, while mFitExec calculates plane-fitting coefficients
for each difference image. Also, the mBgModel application can be used to
create a table of corrections to be applied to each image to smooth out any
discrepancies and calibrate all images to an absolute energy scale, while the
mBgExec application actually applies the background matchint to each re-
projected image. Performing all these steps will create a set of smoothed,
background-matched, reprojected images, which can be coadded together to
generate a new mosaic by executing the mAdd and mJPEG modules again.
Of these applications, the mProjExec, mAdd and mJPEG modules are the
longest-running, as they must read the entire FITS files and not just the
headers to perform their tasks. Therefore, we instrument these applications
and study their I/O behavior.
We test these modules with the tutorial data set included with the Mon-
tage software distribution, consisting of 10 2MASS Atlas images in a 0.2
degree area around the Messier M101 object, a pinwheel spiral galaxy in the
J band. The images are of size 512x1024 pixels, in the orthographic projec-
tion, and take up about 21 MB. The tutorial code reprojects these images
into the gnomonic projection, and generates both background-matched and
uncorrected versions of the final image mosaics, of size 2259x2199 pixels.
The mProjExec Montage module reads the raw astronomical images to
be processed and reprojects them so they share a common projection. It is
usually the longest-running module, as it generates a pair of output images
for each input image: one containing the reprojected image and an area
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image consisting of the fraction input pixel sky area that went into each
output pixel. As mentioned before, mProjExec implements 2 projection
algorithms: in this case, the fast mProjectPP module was used.
By instrumenting this application’s I/O calls through the CFITSIO li-
brary, we can observe the request size and duration distributions, as well as
the inter-arrival times. Given that all nodes present similar I/O behavior, in
figures 10.9 and 10.10 we show the I/O write accesses to the reprojected im-
age and area image files performed by the mProjExecmodules corresponding
to a single input image.
Figures 10.9 and 10.10 show that all I/O write accesses to the output files
is done in 2880-byte requests. Measured I/O read behavior is similar. This
is due to the use of the CFITSIO library, which accesses files in blocks of
2880 bytes. Also, sequential write requests for the reprojected image arrive
at a fairly constant rate.
The clustering software locates 2 clusters in the reprojected image file
data, and one cluster for the area image file, all of them centered around the
2880-byte mark. Applying the striping model gives us a optimal striping
size of 16 KB.
The mAdd module coadds the reprojected images to form an output mo-
saic with FITS header keywords specified in a header file. It also creates two
output files, one containing the coadded pixel values, and the other contain-
ing coadded pixel area values, each of them about 40 MB in size. The pixel
area values can be used as a weighting function if the output pixel values
are themselves to be coadded with other projected images, and may also be
used when validating the fidelity of the output pixel values. Figures 10.11
and 10.12 show the I/O write behavior of this module when writing to the
coadded image and area image files.
From the figures, it can be seen that all I/O write accesses to the output
are done in multiples of 2880-byte blocks. First, the mAdd module writes
2880-byte blocks. Then, it writes 14400-byte blocks and later 17280-byte
blocks. Also, the request durations and inter-arrival times are also within a
small range. I/O read behavior is similar: request sizes are low multiples of
2880 bytes, and accesses are sequential and continuous.
The clustering module recognizes 4 clusters in the data for the co-added
image files, and 3 clusters in the co-added area image files. These clusters
are centered around 2880, 14400 and 17280 bytes, respectively. The striping































































































Figure 10.12: mAdd I/O write accesses, coadded area image file
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be improved by using a 40 KB stripe size.
Finally, we study the I/O behavior of the mJPEG module, which reads the
co-added image file generated by mAdd and creates the final mosaic image in
the JPEG image format. Figure 10.13 shows the I/O read behavior of this
module. The figure shows that the FITS format mosaic image file created
by mAdd is read in blocks of 18016 bytes. Also, read requests present a
larger range of request durations and inter-arrival times than the I/O writes
generated by the mAdd module when creating this file.
The clustering module finds three clusters in the data shown in fig-
ure 10.13, all of which are centered on the request size of 18016 blocks.
Application of the striping module yields a predicted optimal stripe size of




















Figure 10.13: mJPEG module I/O read behavior
To validate these predictions, we execute the complete sequence of mod-
ule executions described in the Montage tutorial, that is, we follow the steps
needed to first generate an uncorrected mosaic from the input images us-
ing mProjExec, mAdd and mJPEG. Then, we apply mOverlaps, mDiffExec,
mBgExec and other modules to create a set of smoothed, reprojected images
with matching backgrounds. Finally, we use mAdd and mJPEG again to gener-
ate a smoothed image mosaic. This is done using different PVFS stripe sizes
from 16 KB to 1 MB, with file data stored across 64 nodes. This module
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execution sequence generates a total of about 350 MB, of which 160 MB
correspond to the final uncorrected image and area image files, and to the
smoothed reprojected image and area image files. Some relevant module
execution times are shown in figure 10.14, as well as the total time needed
























Figure 10.14: Montage modules execution times
Figure 10.14 illustrates that the mDiffExec module execution accounts
for about half of the total execution time. Also, we can see that the choice
of striping size does not significantly affect the total execution time. In
comparison, executing this module sequence and storing the files on node 0
across the network via NFS yields a comparable total execution time of 48
s, with the execution of the mProjExec taking 29.14 s.
10.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented experimental results for the applica-
tion of the proposed infrastructure. We have performed experiments with
three scientific applications. In §10.1, we present the WaveToy application
of the Cactus code. Our results show that choosing an appropiate stripe size
for theWavetoy ’s output files can result in a performance improvement, and
that the cost of restriping these files can be amortized in just a few applica-
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tion runs. In §10.2, we present the sPPM gas dynamics application, part of
the ASCI benchmark suite. We present sPPM’s I/O behavior and show that
it performs I/O write operations using different request sizes. We also show
that sPPM’s performance can be improved by choosing stripe sizes that are
tailored to its I/O access patterns. Finally, in §10.3 we present the Montage
astronomical image mosaic engine. This application is built as a collection
of modules whose input and output are files conforming to the FITS file
standard. Our results show that most of their I/O access patterns are de-
termined by the CFITSIO library, and are restricted to small request sizes,
multiples of 2880 bytes. Thus, the proposed clustering process recommends




If you don’t like these ideas, I’ve got others.
Marshall McLuhan
In the previous chapters, we have introduced a self-tuning disk striping
system for parallel I/O that dynamically changes file stripings. New stripe
depths are determined based on application behavior and analytical models
of disk striping. When to restripe a file is determined by applying an online
competitive algorithm that takes past application behavior into account.
Experimental results from benchmark and application executions have
demonstrated the potential of this method. In this chapter, we present
directions in which this research can be extended.
11.1 Analytical Model Extensions
The analytical model of disk striping presented in Chapter 4 can be
improved upon in many ways. In Chapter 7 we have shown its applicability
to 100 Mb/s Ethernet, 1 Gb/s Ethernet and Myrinet 2000. network speeds
continue to increase, with 10 Gb/s Ethernet becoming more popular. Thus,
model values for the network interface delay i and the network connection
setup time k will need to be updated. Likewise, new network architectures
may require other changes to the model. For example, InfiniBand [34] is an
new architecture for data flow between processors and I/O devices that has
been used successfully as the connective layer for PC clusters. Infiniband
interfaces capable of 10 Gbps have been demonstrated recently and over
25% of the world’s fastest clusters use InfiniBand [82]. Another promising
interconnect architecture is Quadrics, which has been slowly gaining market
share [60].
Also, the striping model does not take into account I/O request bursti-
ness. Characterizing I/O accesses via clustering yields representations that
average application behavior. Nonetheless, the clusters’ shape and disper-
sion coefficients can be mined for information about I/O access variability.
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The analytical model we have described requires some detailed speci-
fication information about the disks and the network hardware. We have
obtained this data from the manufacturers’ specifications and small network
benchmarks. There has been some research on automatic extraction of disk
characteristics [69, 91], and the parameters obtained can be fed into the
model. Similarly, network microbenchmarks can be used to automatically
obtain the characteristics of the network and the bandwidth and latency
results obtained from these benchmarks can be used as the model’s param-
eters.
Finally, there are issues to be explored related to performing the file
restriping in a non-quiescent file system and its effects on the breakeven
point kbe.
11.2 Competitive Algorithm Extensions
Chapter 5 presents a 3−competitive online competitive algorithm for a
file that presents two distinct usage patterns, and as such, has two possible
optimum stripe depths. This algorithm can be extended to cover the n-
stripe-depth problem, that is, situations in which the application’s use of the
file present several profiles, each of which in turn determines an optimum
stripe depth.
Also, the tradeoffs involved in restriping from the current stripe depth
to a suboptimum stripe depth are worthy of study. Even though this choice
might yield less of a performance improvement, restriping costs may be lower
and it may preclude the need for another restriping operation in the future.
11.3 Redundant File Striping
In this thesis, we have shown the performance advantages to be gained
by restriping files to minimize I/O response time. The logical consequence
of restriping is redundant striping, where two or more copies of the file, all
striped with different stripe depths, are kept by the striping system. For
example, the second copy may have a striping layout that allows more effi-
cient read or write access for a particular circumstance. In this case, extra
disk space is required to store the multiple copies, and additional process-
ing time overheads are introduced as a consequence of keeping these files
synchronized. In case of modifications to a copy, other copies will be ei-
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ther invalidated or updated. The extra costs associated to these operations
must be amortized by the improvements in I/O access time. On the other
hand, using multiple copies at the same time may increase I/O parallelism
and reduce overall disk contention, which in turn may lead to better perfor-
mance. Evaluating these options and their application to file restriping is a
complex matter that requires an analytical model for I/O access time that
takes multiple copies into account.
Also, redundant file striping with stripe sizes attuned to different perfor-
mance points can be used in RAID environments, where one set of disks can
be striped so as to deliver high performance for large sequential reads, for
instance, and another set of disks can be striped to deliver high performance
for small random writes.
11.4 Summary
Future work alternatives include making improvements to the analytical
model so as to extend it to new and future technologies. InfiniBand [34]
is a promising new networking infrastructure being used in experimental
and research clusters that promises low latency and high bandwidth. Like-
wise, Quadrics offers high-performance interconnects that are used in several
Top500 clusters.
The online competitive algorithm presented in §5.4 for the 2-stripe-depth
problem can be extended to situations where there are more than two pos-
sible optimum stripe depths that minimize the response time during the
lifetime of the file.
The queueing network model shown in Chapter 4 can be extended to
include redundant striping. This implies quantifying the benefits and over-
head associated with keeping extra copies of the data. Each copy can use a
stripe depth optimized for a different I/O access pattern.
The striping testbed uses the Parallel Virtual File System (PVFS). The
latest version, PVFS II [59], improves on PVFS by including multiple proto-
cols for data communication, optimizations for user-level networking, native
support for Myrinet’s GM protocol, support for more expressive data dis-
tributions, and higher reliability and redundancy. Hopefully, the self-tuning
approach described here can make use of these file system improvements
and improve its performance, too.
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12 Conclusions
Discovery comes from dialogue that begins with the
sharing of ignorance.
Marshall McLuhan
We have described a self-tuning disk striping system for parallel I/O that
dynamically changes file stripings depending on application behavior and
system characteristics. Below, we briefly summarize the main contributions
of this thesis.
• We have presented an analytical model of disk restriping. This model
is based on the analytical disk striping model presented by Simitci
in [71]. Input parameters to the model include the disk and network
system characteristics, and knowledge of application I/O access pat-
tern behavior. The output of the model is the estimated response time
as a function of the request size, request rate and stripe depth. An
optimum stripe depth that minimizes the average response time can
be calculated from this output. The response time predicted by this
model has an average relative error of less than 20%, with maximum
relative errors of around 35%.
• We have shown the performance advantages due to striping large files
across disks compared to storing the file on a single disk. Experimental
results show that overall I/O access times for sequential reads and
writes is reduced if a large file is striped across two or more disks.
• We have performed benchmark experiments that measure network
bandwidth and latency, for networks ranging from 100 Mbps Ethernet
to Myrinet 2000. Experimental results show that peak bandwidth is
attained for TCP socket sizes greater than 32 KB and message sizes
greater than 1024 bytes.
• We have presented an online competitive algorithm for determining
when to restripe a file for the case when the optimum stripe depth can
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take one of two possible values, depending on the application’s behav-
ior. This algorithm tells us that a file should be restriped whenever
the additional cost incurred by choosing a non-optimal stripe depth
is greater or equal to the costs of restriping the file from the current
stripe depth to the optimum stripe depth plus the costs of restriping
the file back from the optimum stripe depth to the current stripe depth.
Furthermore, we have shown an intuitive proof that this algorithm is
3−competitive.
• We have proposed and built a restriping infrastructure that monitors
application behavior and then adjusts the file system’s striping pa-
rameters appropriately. PVFS, an open-source parallel file system for
Linux, provides the storage framework for applications, allowing large
files to be striped across disks accessed through the network. All I/O
accesses to the files stored in PVFS are monitored and logged. A
clustering daemon periodically reads these log files and extracts I/O
access data from them. This data is clustered on a global and per-file
basis. The resulting clusters are used to represent how the application
accesses the files. From this description, an optimum per-file stripe
depth is calculated. Given this stripe depth and data on the appli-
cation’s behavior, a restriping module decides whether to restripe the
file, and if necessary, proceeds with the restriping operation. A default
global stripe depth is also calculated, which is used as the initial stripe
depth for new files.
• We have evaluated two different algorithms for restriping files. One
implementation follows a straightforward approach that reads a full
stripe from disk into memory and then proceeds to write the data
back to disk with a new stripe depth, all the time using the regular
Linux I/O system calls. The alternative solution makes use of PVFS’s
list I/O system calls to implement a corner-turning algorithm. which
reads data from non-contiguous blocks in the disk into memory, and
then writes it back to disk with a new stripe using the regular Linux
I/O system calls.
Experimental results show that the corner-turning alternative is faster
only for files being restriped from a small stripe depth to a large stripe
depth. In this case, the PVFS pvfs read list() function call is used
to read non-contiguous file blocks, while the standard Unix write()
function call is used to write these blocks back to disk.
The performance measured when restriping a file from a large stripe
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depth to a small stripe depth is inferior to a straightforward restriping
algorithm. A possible reason for this is that the PVFS implementation
of the pvfs write list() function call used in this situation is not as
efficient.
• The experiences with the WaveToy and sPPM applications show that
there are performance advantages to be gained from monitoring ap-
plication behavior and striping files with a suitable stripe size. These
advantages can justify the added cost of file restriping.
• The scheme presented in this thesis is most appropiate for applications
that read and write large files. There are important performance gains
to be made by storing data in several disk across a fast network when
compared to the same data being stored on just one disk. Given cur-
rent trends in disk and network technologies, current high-performance
software meant to be executed simultaneously on several nodes cannot
access files in shared disks via NFS. PVFS offers a transparent high-
performance mechanism that can help distribute I/O load across all
nodes.
• The thesis approach appears to be unsuitable for applications that
perform only small accesses to large files, such as the Montage appli-
cation. In this case, as all file accesses are mediated by the CFITSIO
library, the I/O requests seen at the monitoring level are small and se-
quential. This, in turn, leads to predicting small optimal stripe sizes,
even though the application is sequentially reading and writing large
files.
• Likewise, Montage’s module execution sequences has one module writ-
ing an output file that serves as input to the next module. The re-
striping infrastructure described could predict a optimal stripe size for
writing the file, and a different stripe size for reading the file. Clearly
more work is needed to take into account the case when multiple ap-
plications access the same file.
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